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I MUST confess that I felt warm and friend-ly about the army that afternoon, for the first time in the eight months since my in-
duction. As I wandered aimlessly along the 
crescent promenade rimming the little town that 
blended imperceptibly into the cypress covered 
hills I forgot basic and that dismal Texas town 
and the deep isolation I had felt since the sum-
mer of 1951. D. . . is one of the Riviera 
towns less frequented by Americans than the 
others; two impecunious young Englishmen had 
told me about it in Nice the night I arrived 
for what I expected to be a ten-day leave there. 
They were en route back to Calais by motor bike 
and they were filled with anecdotes, the usual 
boresome anecdotes of the impecunious, about 
how cheap everything had been in D .. . ; but 
they were, despite the preeminence of pocket-
book in their conversation, rather tasteful chaps 
and the contempt with which they held Nice 
convinced me that they were probably right 
about the town they had just visited. 
The first glimpse of the town made me grate-
ful to everyone who had been involved in my 
y 
being there-the Englishmen, the draft board, 
even the freshman year that had prepared me, 
by a surprising series of failures, for that ghast-
ly journey to Arkansas and then Texas and 
finally Germany and now a Mediterranean 
leave. It almost makes you philosophical when 
you contemplate what a combination of bad 
spelling, careless mathematical computation, 
sleeping through a couple of Sunday morning 
chapel periods, and failing to turn up for a 
French final examination can do for a fellow; 
and especially when you hit the combination 
twice, once in January and once in late May. 
But I was amused by it all when I found my-
self promenading in the late afternoon sun with 
the calm warm sea on my right and the white 
sparkling town growing out of the corniche on 
my left. The promenade became an outdoor 
cafe every hundred yards; small Dufyesque 
tables and frivolous white chairs stood on both 
sides of the thoroughfare; small parties of Eng-
lish people, obviously of a class new to foreign 
travel, contentedly lapped up their tea and 
talked in voices loud and shrill enough to as-
Not wishing to confuse identities any further, we substituted a new title for "Brief En-
counter" while retaining the author's pseudonym. Our mystery writer has given us this self-
description: "He is an ordinary student, does not want to own a little farm in Connecticut, has 
never finished reading anything by Hemingway, does not intend to take any courses in writing, 
once got an 'A' in a prep school exam under a pseudonym, plans to prove a point by running 
for political office under the name Goodwin Cook Seabury, III (on the Republican ticket, of 
course)." 
by Alden Towers, '5? 
engo~ To Tienes 
sure the passersby that they were not French. 
Only the rich English should be allowed to 
travel abroad; and only the poor American 
seems to appreciate the advantages of a trip 
three thousand miles away. 
I chose a table precariously near the edge of 
the promenade overlooking a twenty-foot drop 
on to the pebbled beach. I knew that it took 
a long time for French waiters to recognize 
your existence; I opened up a copy of the Paris 
Herald and began to read about the snowstorms 
in Minnesota. Suddenly a girl pushing a bi-
cycle came up from behind me and took the 
next table; she spread a large folding map on 
the table and began to study it with a whole-
some intensity. After running her finger along 
what was probably a route she looked up quizi-
cally and asked in a nervous second-year French: 
"Je suis americaine. Parlez-vous anglais ?". 
For a brief moment I thought of saying no but 
then I felt afraid that perhaps she knew a lot 
of French after all and would knock me over 
with conversation filled with idioms and irreg-
ular verbs; I had never troubled to buy a verb 
wheel; in fact I was pretty awful at French and 
when I slept through those French finals it was 
all probably something psychological. 
I told her I was an American soldier on 
leave. She gave an unnatural squeal of delight 
as if she had not met any countrymen abroad, 
well, as if we were really on a promenade over-
looking Lhasa. 
'Tm awful at maps," she said heavily accent-
ing the "aw" and wa);ing toward the large chart 
with feigned disgust. She took off her sun-
glasses and showed a rather even and intelligent 
countenance, deep blue eyes and freckles such 
as healthy privileged girls on the Cape don't 
worry about; her eyebrows were affectedly un-
plucked. She was definitely a lady, I thought, 
and what was interesting she reminded me 
strongly of my sister. 
Before I could comment on my own poor 
ability with maps she began again. 
"I left Monte Carlo a couple of hours ago 
and I ought to get back before it's too late but 
do I have to retrace the same coast road?" 
I told her that I thought the road would be 
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interesting at night because the lights from the 
villas twinkled and looked like sequins on a 
dark dance floor, or at least they did last night 
at Nice. 
"God, darling, you are a poet?" She said it 
in· a friendly way as if she were inviting me to 
join her in an amusing conversation. It was all 
very Cape-in-summer, all this pseudo talk and 
would probably end up with psychology or 
some other kind of eroticism clothed in scientific 
terms. 
"No, I can't get much out of poetry. I hon-
estly never finished reading a long poem-that 
is, one more than a page in an anthology-but 
I still think these little towns that grow out of 
hills look pretty at night." I was beginning to 
treat her as if she were Laura. Laura was that 
type too-always asking you if you were a poet 
or a meteorologist on the slightest provocation. 
If you made a technical comment about the 
weather she always thought you were majoring 
in it at Yale. 
To stop the poetry angle I asked her how 
long she had been on the Riviera. 
"I haven't the slightest idea," she said re-
turning her gaze to the map. "In fact I only 
know the date when I buy a paper and I haven't 
bought one since the day after Christmas and I 
think we are well into January, 1952 by now. 
And darling, don't ask me where I'm from be-
cause that always leads to 'do you know so-and-
so' and we'll both lie about the richest people 
and then we'll be off to a ;ery bad start." 
I must confess I felt all of this talk very re-
freshing. When you are on the Riviera why 
not meet someone out of Fitzgerald? I or-
dered a Ricard from the little Italian waiter 
and asked the girl what she wanted. She asked 
for a wine I never heard of and then got up and 
sat at the chair opposite mine. 
'Tm glad you did not suggest tea. The 
Boston Tea Party was a damned good idea." 
She arranged her straw-colored hair with her 
hands and took a cigarette from a smart gold 
case. 
A young English couple came up from 
behind and claimed the table my new ac-
quaintance had left. They glanced at us dis-
approvingly in the best London suburban 
manner and the man said in lisping tones: 
"They're Swedes and they will probably under-
stand what we are saying." 
I winked at my girl and began to conjugate 
tenet" rapidly with a mambo quality that my 
high school teacher had taught me. 
"Yo tengo tu tienes el tiene." 
My companion continued in the plural just 
as rapidly but in a more lady-like tango intona-
tion, making faces and moving her hands wild-
ly to emphasize "ellos tienen." 
"Sounds like a kind of Dago," the English-
man said, "but they certainly don't have the 
complexions for it." 
"Probably Northern Spain," said the woman, 
"or is it Northern Italy where they look like 
normal people?" 
The Englishman mumbled his ignorance of 
the geography of the question and turned to 
the wine card. I began to conjugate hablar 
with gusto while my friend ran together the 
names of a lot of Spanish writers, emphasizing 
a point by bringing her hand down firmly on 
the table when she came to Lope de Vega. 
"Let's get out of here," she said in a low 
voice. I dropped a couple of hundred francs 
on the table and helped the girl wheel her 
bike away from the table. The English people 
stared at the bike and noted, by quick glances, 
that it was a British-made contraption. That's 
what bores me about the English; they're al-
ways trying to find out who is English. It's as 
primitive as people trying to figure out who is 
and who isn't a Jew. 
"Where shall we stay tonight?" my new 
friend asked when we had gone a few yards. 
I was carried away by the sophistication of 
all of this and in a rather embarrassed and ner-
vous way I told her I hadn't found a place yet. 
This somehow was not what I had imagined 
losing my virginity would be like. I had half 
planned a little escapade in the darker streets of 
Nice when I returned there later in the week. 
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But I thought it would be clandestine and 
anonymous and therefore less guilty. I had 
seen this girl in the daylight and we were 
Americans and we had had some clean fun 
conjugating tener together. I couldn't hand 
her a thousand francs and chalk it up to ex-
perience. 
"I thought you had to get back to Monte 
Carlo tonight," I said hoping she'd thank me 
for reminding her. But she looked bored and 
turned her head wistfully toward the sea. 
"If I don't turn up it will be perfectly all 
right. The sequins can wait for another night." 
My heart began to beat faster and I found 
myself wishing I had posed as a deaf mute 
when she first approached me back at the cafe. 
What was I afraid of? I knew that no matter 
what happened I'd probably embroider the 
adventure and turn it into a daylight beach 
seduction by the time I got back to Mannheim. 
Yes, no matter what happened this was going 
to be something out of the Kinsey report. But 
faced with the immediate prospect I wished 
she'd get back to Monte Carlo on that English 
bicycle. 
"Are you travelling with a group?" I asked 
this hopefully expecting that it would remind 
her of a narrow-minded brother, or perhap~ con-
jure up a strict chaperone or some Irish Catholic 
parents. 
"A group!" she laughed like a whiskey ac-
tress. "I wouldn't travel in a group. I tried 
it out three months ago. Eight girls from 
eastern colleges, a man with roquefort teeth 
who taught government at a state university, a 
decorator pansy with tight levis, and a middle-
aged Irish widow spending her husband's in-
surance. It was ghastly. They wanted to go 
to places like Capri. I left them in Florence 
six days ago and forfeited about three hundred 
bucks. I left with the decorator. " 
I chuckled as she reeled off the list of in-
congruous travelling companions and uncon-
sciously quickened my pace and put my arm in 
hers. She was appealing, there was no ques-
tion about that, but she reminded me of my 
sister, especially so when she found those cruel 
adjectives to fit other people. That was it; 
she was too much like Laura. I breathed a 
sigh of relief when I realized that it was fear 
of incest that drove me to chastity. I decided 
to put that sentiment into words right away in 
order to start her thinking in the same direction. 
"You're like my sister Laura," I said trying 
not to sound like a suitor out of Jane Austen. 
I expected a cynical and devastating remark in 
reply. But she only looked toward the sea and 
asked me if I wanted her to lead the bike for 
a while. I did not answer for we ha~ come to 
another cafe and I decided to lead her toward 
another drink. But she took the bike handle 
from me and prepared to mount. 
"I really must get back, darling," she said 
putting on her sun glasses and wiping her fore-
head with a pale green scarf that she drew from 
the basket in front of the bike. 
"I really must get back," she repeated slowly, 
"because he'll probably wonder-not that he'll 
care. He's really nice but he regrets it." 
When I don't know what to say in reply to a 
puzzling statement I usually say "so?", a silly 
device which I hate in others but here I was 
saying it. 
"So what! " she answered bitterly. ''I'm on 
my honeymoon, darling, and I had better get 
back. I have a lot of cards to send wishing 
people were here and saying smart things that 
will make them all hate it back in Toledo and 
wishing they were all basking in the moonlight 
on the old Riviera. And he'll be waiting to 
tell me how he plans to do somebody's apart-
ment so that it will look like the latticed side 
of a Monaco sun porch." 
She mounted her bike and put her hand on 
mme. 
"Goodbye old tengo tienes tiene. I don't 
mind if you tell them in camp that you got 
mixed up as a third on a honeymoon. Em-
broider it to make yourself manly and don't 
forget to describe me as a devastating blonde." 
A BALLAD OF JOAN OF ARC 
St. Joan of Arc, St. Joan the Maid stepped out 
of Domremy 
To rule the future King of France and make 
the English fl~e. 
Joan saw visions, bright and clear, of arch-
aug -ls and saints 
Who told her what she ought to do to settle 
their complaints; 
"The Dauphin should be crowned at Reims, 
the English out of France. 
You'll lift the siege at Orleans and dress in 
shirts and pants." 
When folks today say they see saints, quite 
often they're tho' t odd. 
Today I might be thrown in jail for acting like 
a god. 
In those days no one really cared if girls and 
ghosts had chats, 
For people then believed in things like witches 
and black cats. 
And yet Joan is another case, for she made that 
mistake 
Of doing what her voices asked-and soon was 
at the stake. 
Joan told a man he shouldn't swear and he fell 
in a well 
She was a very ugly lass and earned the name 
"Pucelle." 
Though there are portions of Joan's life at 
which today we smile 
We should consider seriously her well-known, 
Church-run trial. 
I find we must make clear events and fine dis-
tinctions draw: 
I have, therefore, obtained the aid of Sackville-· 
West and Shaw. 
I'm sure we all know Bernard Shaw and don't 
know Sackville-West 
(And after reading both their books I think 
that's for the best.) 
Our stalwart authors disagree the most about 
one man, 
Joan's judge, a certain Pete Cauchon, a papal 
also-ran. 
Shaw says Cauchon was very fair, in his own 
bishop's way; 
V. Sackville-West calls Cauchon mean, to burn 
the Maid that May. 
V. Sackville-West calls outcome sure before the 
trial was started, 
And if they hadn't fired that pyre they'd have 
been broken-hearted. 
Before considering who is right, Bernard or 
Sackville-West, 
A survey of the trial's events would seem to be 
the best. 
Captured first at Compiegne, then moved to 
Rouen and tried, 
We all should recollect this fact, no one was 
on her side. 
The Dauphin needed her no more, for viet' ry 
was in sight. 
He merely said, "C'est bien laguerre," and left 
her to her plight. 
The trial was hard, the trial was long, and 
Joan waxed very tart. 
And she was "snottie" to the Church, an atti-
tude not smart. 
Do not forget that Joan was tried by powers of 
Church-on-Earth, 
But she felt that the Church-Up-There had 
· greater strength and worth. 
A purposeful campus character, Bryan Bunch bombarded the editors with short verse of a 
limerick humor until the targets submitted to a laugh and published his "Ode on Sterile 
Women." Yielding to people like Mr. Bunch is dangerous, however, for desire for recognition 
is never sated, and in their new security of acceptance, Bunches hold nothing sacred, not even 
Joan of Arc. 
by Bryan Bunch, '57 
You'll find one never makes a gain (indeed 
one makes a loss) 
By heading over your chief's head up to his 
boss's boss. 
For Joan, you see, was Protestant, too long be-
fore her time 
And Protestants in Catholic days weren't even 
worth a dime. 
She was Protestant because her rules came not 
from pope, 
But from the Church Triumphant, which, of 
course, leaves Joan no hope. 
Her Protestant beliefs would seem, to R. C.'s 
then and now, 
A heresy against the Church which one could 
not allow. 
They took the clergy's power away and left 
priests no excuse 
For existing any more, since they had lost their 
use. 
The Church was left with no way out, save 
stopping up the source, 
And since that girl was Joan of Arc-they killed 
the girl, of course. 
Let's now consider who was right, V. Sackville-
West or Shaw. 
It's obvious one of the two has made un grand 
faux pas. 
Even Sackville-West, who calls Cauchon a big, 
bad man, 
Adds that when our Joan recants Pete helps as 
best he can. • 
In fact the English were disturbed by Peter's 
cautious ways-
He tried, it seems, to save her life and keep her 
from the blaze. 
So when Cauchon decreed mere jail, it was the 
final straw, 
For once my sources quite agree, both Sackville-
West and Shaw. 
So judging from the English mind about Cau-
chon and all, 
I'd say that he was very fair, and followed 
duties' call. 
But Joan, recanting her recants, was ex-com-
municated; 
The English got their hoped-for chance and 
really were elated. 
The Church was through with Joan of Arc, the 
King of France still spurned her 
The English sent her case to God-That is to 
say, they burned her. 
Born in fourteen-twelve, the Maid was burned 
in thirty-one 
Five centuries elapsed and then men knew 
what they had done. 
(Of course there was an episode which tried to 
clear her name 
Some two score years behind her death-which 
only hurt Pete's fame.) 
It's nearly forty years now since they made ou1 
Joan a saint, 
If Joan had heard of such a thing, I think that 
she would faint. 
Heresy's accepted now, along with Sigmund 
Freud; 
Today the Church would make no row, or even 
be annoyed. 
If Joan's saints had given her a time lapse 
as a boon . .. 
But saints, it seems, like Joan or Arc, are always 
born too soon. 
His review in the NEW YORK TIMES of a symphony concert in the Philippines was our 
writer's first venture in music criticism. Returning to Trinity as a veteran in the era of bald· 
headed football teams, Mr. Stowe got his free tickets to the Bushnell in return for the music 
criticism he published in the TRIPOD and the REVIEW. Since his graduation he has been with 
the educational division of the Aetna Life Insurance Co., while his evening hours have been 
spent as music critic for the HARTFORD TIMES. 
The Sad State of Ou-, Music Criticism 
by George W. Stowe, '49 
AN eminent British conductor, who is well-known for his monumental ti-rades, recently divided English music 
critics into three groups, employing these not 
uncertain terms: ."The first consists of three 
or four who write about music in a scholarly, 
accurate, knowledgable manner. After them 
comes a handful which write brightly and 
amusingly about music. They know little 
about it, are clever in avoiding the use of tech-
nical terms-and might as w~ll be reporting 
cattle shows. The third group is much larger 
... (and) its members are quite hopeless." 
To all but the least sophisticated it is ob-
vious that a similar situation exists in this coun-
try. While the quality of criticism in some of 
our periodicals, such as the Saturday Review of 
Literature, is unusually good, only a cursory 
survey of the music criticism in our newspapers 
reveals a condition rather disquieting to people 
of artistic sensitivity. For it is an incontrovert-
ible fact that the general run of musical com-
mentary published countrywide in our "dailies" 
represents an alarmingly low level of medi-
ocrity and incompetence. 
It is even safe to venture that the number of 
critics (excepting those in New York City) 
who are worth their salt can almost be counted 
on two hands. Being a mecca for the arts, 
New York naturally attracts not only the out-
standing musical artists and organizations but 
likewise the finest journalistic talent. Such 
writers as Olin Downes, Virgil Thomson, and 
Irving Kolodin have become internationally 
known and respected for their opinions. 
But the situation elsewhere is far from being 
~ happy one, even in some of our largest cities. 
An incident which happened not too long ago 
in Chicago will serve as a graphic illustration of 
what I mean. 
On a recent trans-continental tour the Boston 
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Symphony Orchestra returned to Chicago (after 
many years' absence from that city) and gave a 
number of concerts-only to be greeted in a 
totally unexpected manner. The reviews of 
the Chicago critics were so predominantly de-
rogatory that the reception was absolutely un-
precedented. (Let it here be understood that 
no qualified critic would place the Boston group 
above reproach, either interpretatively or tech-
nically.) But such downright disparagement 
as the orchestra received in this instance was 
not only unmerited but aesthetically criminal. 
Here was something constituting clear evi-
dence of how low critical standards may sink-
and .the paradoxical part of it was that it should 
have happened in our second largest city, where 
more critical acuity would be expected. If a 
city of this size will tolerate newspaper critics 
whose evaluations are so incompetent that one 
of the great orchestras of the world is regarded 
as little more than a fly-by-night organization, 
we have a situation which indicts the reading 
public as well as the newspapers which hire 
such people. 
In far too many cases the proverbial antip-
athy of the concert artist toward the critic is 
not an unreasoned feeling and certainly cannot 
invariably be dismissed as the natural desire 
to heckle the umpire. Critics from time im- · 
memorial have brought this odium upon them-
selves through their own ignorance and stu-
pidity. 
The story about Vladimir de Pachmann, that 
eccentric pianist who was a contemporary of 
Paderewski, still stands as a classic example of 
the gullibility of critics. For those of this gen-
eration who are unacquainted with Pachmann 
and the legend that grew up about him, it 
should be mentioned that he was not only an 
exquisite Chopin stylist but also an indefati-
gable practical joker. 
At the beginning of one season the cele-
brated pianist, with characteristic fanfare, an-
nounced that he had evolved a whole new style 
of piano playing, which he would demonstrate 
at his next recital. The impressed critics, of 
course, attended the recital en masse and the 
next day outdid themselves in describing the 
metamorphosis which had taken place in Pach-
mann's style. 
The pianist, as one might surmise, had the 
critical fraternity precisely out on a limb where 
he wanted them. With biting irony and wicked 
gleam in his eye he let it plainly be known that 
he was playing in exactly the same manner as 
the previous season. 
The most publicized and the most recent 
"Hoax" perpetuated on the critics and the gen-
eral public as well was the one involving Fritz 
Kreisler, the violinist. 
To refresh those who are hazy about its de-
tails it should be recalled that for many years 
Kreisler had been playing some short pieces 
which were attributed to seventeenth and eigh-
teenth century composers, such as Porpora, 
Vivaldi, and Pugnani. No one had challenged 
the authenticity of these selections and some of 
the most renowned musical commentators had 
praised them as fine examples of seventeenth 
and eighteenth century originals. 
In fact, it was not until Olin Downes called 
Kreisler, after an unsuccessful attempt at trac-
ing these violin pieces, that the world discov-
ered the popular Viennese violinist had written 
these works himself and had placed obscure 
composers' names to them. It did not seem to 
assuage those critics who took the whole thing 
as a personal affront to have Kreisler admit 
that he had used other composers' names be-
cause he was tired of seeing his own name so 
often on the program. 
But similar stories could be related ad infini-
tum-all pointing up the thesis that the music 
critic has always been a rather questionable 
fellow, whose credentials have not invariably 
been found in order. 
An unfortunate aspect of this state of musi-
cal journal£sm is that newspapers in too many 
instances evince little interest in hiring people 
who have the requisite background and train-
ing for the work. These same newspapers, 
needless to say, would hesitate before employ-
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ing a political analyst or a real estate editor 
who knew nothing about his subject. 
Yet the position of music critics seems more 
often than not to fall to someone on the staff 
who has merely voiced an interest in it. With-
out further appraisal of the individual's abilities 
along this line, he or she is handed the job and 
overnight becomes a "music critic." 
The would-be critic thereupon proceeds to 
get his "on-the-job-training" in a manner cal-
culated to jeopardize the reputations not alone 
of many talented young performers but even 
of organizations whose artistic contribution to 
the community is invaluable. As a rule, these 
untrained critics can readily be detected by an 
inclination to be either "over-critical" (to cover 
up their shortcomings) or alternatively innocu-
ous, evasive, or just plain syrupy in their ac-
ceptance of everything reviewed. 
To recognize and to deplore this state of 
musical affairs is not enough. There must be 
a re-orientation of attitude on the part of edi-
tors toward the position occupied by the critic. 
Because of the continuing attraction of news-
paper work as a vocation (attested to by the 
many college graduates who still seek employ-
ment in this comparatively low-paying field), 
newspapers might very profitably shop around 
a little more before assigning a man to this re-
sponsible function. And if editors feel that 
they are hampered by a limited budget for such 
items, they should be reminded that they need 
not expend a great deal to secure wholly 
authoritative criticism. 
There are many amateur or professional mu-
sicians, and even laymen educated in musical 
matters, who have the requisite writing ability 
and who would be pleased by an opportunity 
such as this. Many of these people, editors 
might be surprised to discover, are quite altru-
istic about raising aesthetic standards and 
would be only too glad to perform this task at a 
very nominal fee or even gratis. In my own 
city, for instance, there is a prominent local 
lawyer, a member of the local symphony's 
board of directors, who has written the pro-
gram notes for our orchestra and done an 
excellent job of it. 
In all fairness, it should be admitted that 
newspapers pose certain problems which are 
not conducive to the best type of criticism-
but some of these are definitely correctable. 
The problem of the "deadline" presumably 
has existed from the advent of newspapers on 
the American scene--but its existence has not 
ceased to make difficult the careful and con-
sidered opinion. Afternoon newspapers ex-
pect reviews of the previous day's activities in 
on the following day for a morning deadline. 
And in the case of the morning papers the situ-
ation is even more fraught with an early d.ead-
line, the reviewer usually being required to 
write his criticisms immediately after the event. 
In New York the situation has been known 
to become quite hectic, even though the paper 
may have a staff of critics. During a reviewer 
shortage one critic may be required to cover as 
many as three events in a day and necessarily 
miss a portion of one or more of the concerts 
in order to meet his deadline. To cite New 
York, however, is misleading, since it is doubt-
ful that any other city has a musical coverage 
problem that vaguely resembles this one. And, 
ironically enough, the New York critics are 
manifestly upholding the best standards of the 
profession. 
The ideal set-up is the one which was once 
so prevalent in Europe, notably in Germany. 
There the critical brotherhood (more often full-
fledged musicologists than mere critics) would 
be given such free rein that their duly consid-
ered reviews would not appear in print until 
two weeks after the musical occurrence. One 
can rest assured that such a newspaperman's 
utopia is not likely to come to pass in this 
country. 
A definitely correctable condition exists in 
the case where musical criticism constitutes only 
an incidental part of a staffman's job. In-
variably, the resultant criticism reflects only too 
clearly the fact that he is a musical part-timer. 
(I am not, of course, referring to the case where 
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one man covers such allied fields as the theater, 
art, and the dance. They are sufficiently in-
terrelated so that a competent critic may do an 
authoritative job with all of them.) 
The usual bull in the musical china shop is 
the reporter who suddenly finds the music 
critic's role thrust upon him when no one else 
is available to cover a concert. All arguments 
to the contrary, a straight reportorial treatment 
by someone who has no musical background is 
inadequate coverage for a performance whose 
merits should be professionally appraised. But 
this is an attitude that is far from being uni-
versally accepted. 
In a smaller community where there are prob-
ably not too many events of musical importance 
to cover, it would be much smarter for the 
editor to seek out a local musician who would 
like to do this job. In that way readers would 
usually be spared the drivel that so often passes 
as musical criticism. 
At present only papers in the largest cities, 
New York being the obvious example, are will-
ing to pay a salary attractive enough to bring 
highly skilled practitioners into the journalistic 
fold. No one can expect a Virgil Thomson 
or an Olin Downes on their staff unless they 
are willing to evaluate ability in terms of the 
dollars and cents it is worth. At the other ex-
treme, if music criticism is to be used to break in 
a cub reporter, as incidental work for a staff-
man, or as straight reportorial work, the edi-
tor of the paper has no conception of the 
importance of the job. 
Living in this age of specialization, editors 
must come to the realization that a music critic, 
in the best sense of the term, has a highly de-
veloped skill in the same way as an experienced 
political commentator or news analyst. In an 
era when the term, "professional man," is wide-
ly abused, he deserves the designation, if only 
for the many years of musical background that 
must be assimilated before he can be truly 
qualified. 
Although music via radio, records, television, 
and actual performance is spreading in an ever-
widening circle across the country (even to the 
smallest communities) and its wake creating an 
intelligently aware audience, there are many 
who act oblivious of this fact. In far too many 
cases it is a readership potential that newspapers 
have underestimated and underrated; it can only 
be reached through accurate, authoritative, and 
respected criticism. 
To the writing of a short story William Gnichtel devotes the methods and the rime of the 
poet, cutting rough surfaces into rhe compactness and brilliance of gems. Mr. Gnichtel is a 
junior from Springfield, N . J. 
''Home Is a Place Where,'' 
by William Gnichtel, '56 
AT the very moment that Mrs. Slocum reached her front door, wheezing slightly, holding a shopping bag in 
one hand and exploring the mailbox with the 
other, the phone within began to ring. "They'll 
just have to wait," she sighed, resigned to the 
necessity of hurrying. She set the package 
against the wall to better contend with the odds 
and ends in 'her pocketbook for the doorkey. 
After making that peculiar twist with the key 
which alone would persuade the lock to yield, 
Mrs. Slocum charged .into the dining room, neg-
lecting, for once, her custom of entering the 
dusk-lit house cautiously, almost resentfully, 
because she feared the empty stillness that 
greeted her, the stillness which, later, as she 
sat upstairs in her bedroom listening to the 
radio in the evening, seemed to come alive and 
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move from room to room downstairs. Despite 
her bulk, her overburdened lame legs got her 
to the phone in time. Thinking, "Well, if they 
hang up now, it means I wasn't meant to get 
that call," she grabbed the receiver as she 
settled into the overstuHed chair beside the 
phone stand, a convenience, that is, the chair, 
which partly explained her customarily un-
rushed phone conversations. 
"This is Mrs. Slocum. Yes, professor, I just 
got home from work. Is he sick? Well, 
what's he comin' home for . . . stole . . . why 
would he ... couldn't you keep him, professor 
. . . I'll pay for .. . I'm sorry, sorry professor." 
* * * * * * 
Chest concaved, Frank sat separated by an 
expanse of mahogany desk from Master Selby 
who was talking, his voice filling the room with 
directionless sound. Frank stared at the rug, 
following with his eyes the mazed designs over 
and over again; he glanced up once, saw the 
ruddy, square-featured man gazing past him at 
the quilt of leaf-sifted sunlight sliding along 
the wall, and met his look for a long moment. 
Here in this high-ceilinged chamber with its 
hugh desk, glass-doored bookcases, the dark-
hued painting of a Prussian soldier, Frank felt 
an insufferable panic begin and then subside, 
leaving a lightheadedness which made it diffi-
cult to concentrate on what the master (who 
never took his eyes off Frank, now) was saying. 
Outside, the real sound of feet scuffing in the 
leaves came, familiar voices approached, hushed 
for a second, and passed. 
"I removed one of your letters from the mail-
bag the other day, Slocum. Read it to me 
please." The master thrust the letter across 
the desk. Frank looked at the envelope which 
contained an explication of the full extent of 
his weakness, turning over in his hands a part 
of what had been written almost every after-
noon, every afternoon while his roommate was 
off somewhere, who did not return until the 
hasty November dusk reminded them all of 
dinner, which was the most difficult hour of the 
day for Frank, since at dinner he nearly forgot 
himself; but then he would remember so that 
the others murmured, "What's wrong with 
Frank?" and the master at the head of the 
table would regard Frank from time to time 
with concern, Frank inviting their stares because 
he ·never looked up from the plate, just ate in 
silence while the voices grated and echoed 
around him. 
"You want me to read it aloud." 
"That's what I said." 
He opened the letter carefully, and the en-
velope unglued too easily. Frank screaming 
inside, "He's opened it, he's already read it and 
sealed it again," began to read, ashamed of what 
he was reading to this man across the desk, 
ashamed of the sounds he made as he read. But 
after awhile Master Selby who, reddening, had 
been constantly kneading the web-flesh between 
his fingers, spoke. 
"You don't like us very much, do you?" he 
said, expecting an answer. 
"I like this school fine, but I . .. just don't 
want .. . I . . . " 
Master Selby picked up the letter and, re-
reading, asked, "Is the food here really m-
edible ?" 
"No, sir." 
Selby paused to read further, "Well, .. then 
what's all this about the boys being hoodlums?" 
"I didn't say that, there were some boys I 
didn't like and ... " 
"Lies. The whole letter is full of them, isn't 
it? Slocum, you're a liar and a thief. They 
usually go together. And you seem to be try-
ing to give this school a bad name. I ought to 
have you stand before the entire school in the 
dining room tonight and have you read this 
letter and apologize for what you have said 
about us in this and whatever other letters like 
it you've been sending home." 
"Do I have to?" said Frank, suppressing a 
wave of terror which the image of reading 
his letter before the school conjured. The mas-
ter shook his head. He studied Frank for an 
indifferent moment, indulging in relief from 
duty done, from taking in the slack and pulling 
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his world a little tighter. He told Frank to 
pack his things. 
* * * * * * 
Lights went on in the house across the street; 
an arm came to lower the shades which yel-
lowed the light more as it came through the 
restless, gaunt branches and made faint pat-
terns upon the floor. A large square of light 
Todd Hubbard Trefts, '55 
I 
PROVINCETOWN BEACH 
They walked slowly, Margarite and Johnny, 
Toward gentle sounds of measureless slapping, 
Lapping baby blue waves, cooing, squirming, 
Crawling up the sands beneath cotton foam. 
On they walked; warm sand oozed between 
their toes; 
Tall, dry cat grass rubbed against naked calves. 
At dune's edge they stopped, eyes upon the sea. 
They stopped and thought of what was soon to 
be, 
Of their child who was yet but fondest hope. 
Sounds of wind on water, rustling grass, 
Noisy gulls taunting, racing in the air 
Becoming one with salty seaweed smells, 
Iodine air from tiny sea creatures. 
Down the beach they ran, water filling in, 
Making a line of disappearing pools. 
In these they saw but what they wished to see. 
Life and love were theirs alone on this day. 
moved over the ceiling as a car passed, the same 
car stopping down the street and crunching 
onto a gravel driveway. Aroused, finally, by a 
furious hissing from the radiator, Mrs. Slo-
cum stirred; she went into the· kitchen, eased 
the swinging door shut with the back of her 
heel, felt for the light switch, and commenced 
to wash the breakfast dishes, humming to her-
self. 
II 
PICARDY BEACH 
Johnny's cold dripping face pressed against 
steel, 
His cheekbone raw as engines throbbed 
To push the reluctant craft towards the beach. 
Air, filled with acrid smells of fire and guns, 
Oppressed the mind with morbid, deathly 
thoughts. 
Belly-felt shocks of ship's guns jogged his guts; 
The door crashed open; the gray beach stretched 
out, 
Dotted with men, some moving, others not. 
He jumped out and ran through dirty water, 
Flinging his face deep into blood-soaked sand. 
Though his throat was raw and dry, he swal-
lowed; 
Next to him his captain's still body lay; 
The smell of burnt flesh clammered to his nose. 
Machine-gun bullets splattered through the 
sand, 
Tiny geysers rose in rapid sequence; 
As they hit he gurgled and spat out life. 
Margarite, tiny hand in hers, looked out, 
Gentle winds blew over wettest cheek. 
Her grief could surely not have touched the sea 
As foggy swells rose and fell, quietly. 
An Etymology 
by James Streeto, '56 
P OIGNANT" is a word used in New York newspaper columns to describe plays which are unintelligible. Its 
pronunciation, though difficult, can with prac-
tice be uttered quite comfortably with an olive 
between the teeth. The knowledge of its 
meaning opens up new vistas for the wise; one's 
coffee suddenly becomes poignant, the history 
teacher is poignant, and upon deep reflection, 
Trinity is a pretty poignant place also. 
"Conservative," in addition to designating 
the political views of everybody who is to the 
right of chaos, also describes a grey flannel suit. 
However, in the case of the grey flannel suit, 
it is extremely important that the jacket be but-
toned properly. In fact, the degrees of con-
servatism can be judged with uncanny accuracy 
by the "button test." All three buttons but-
toned signifies a man who chokes on his four 
o'clock tea at the mention of T.V.A. 
"Pendant," oddly enough, has nothing to do 
with feet. It really describes a fellow who 
knows more than you do and constantly annoys 
you with your ignorance. He always manages 
to work the conversation around to a subject 
that you don't know a thing about and hence 
undoubtedly isn't important anyway. The logic 
of this latter syllogism is overwhelming. 
"Unlettered" refers to a man who hasn't read 
Clifford Whittelby' s comments on the lesser 
Arabian poets and is completely ignorant of 
the Manchurian influence in lOth century 
Chinese architecture. 
"Scientic" applies to any man who, in addi-
tion to knowing that physics may not necessarily 
refer to a chocolate candy containing phenolph-
thalein, realizes that the periodic table is not 
only a piece of furniture. 
"Artistic," on the other hand, has a much 
wider application than does scientific. It refers 
to every man who feels he is misunderstood by 
his fellows. The artistic man also has long 
slender fingers which, although their talent is 
at the moment confined to shuffling a deck of 
pinochle cards, are capable of the highest 
gem us. 
"Genius," mentioned in the last paragraph, 
is any student who passed Math 101 the first 
time that he took the course. Since everyone 
knows that there are relatively few geniuses in 
the world, the conclusion inevitably follows that 
Math 101 has no value. This is confirmed by a 
vast number of students. 
"Enthusiastic" refers to a condition border-
ing on hysteria. It really means being inter-
ested in a subject to a degree considered 
fanatical. A man who majors in a particular 
field must not, under any circumstances, betray 
enthusiasm for it in social circles. This is not 
being at all well-rounded and liberal. 
"Fanatic" is any person who shows even a 
mild interest in things which makes you un-
comfortable. It must be remembered, however, 
that any fellow who shows an interest in the 
things you yourself admire (I was tempted here 
to use "enthusiasm" but warded off this terrible 
urge), is certainly a wise man. 
"Education" is a course offered at Trinity 
and various other colleges. There is also an-
other meaning but since it is fast becoming ob-
solete, it is useless to define it here. Nobody 
agrees on its definition anyway. 
This etymology does not purport to destroy 
the W ebster's N ew World Dictionary. This 
volume may still serve as, firstly, a bookend, 
and secondly, a book which is capable of im-
pressing parents and dates on a party week-end. 
By the way, this whole discourse was written 
with tongue in cheek, a phrase that is rapidly 
going out of use. 
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Two successive vignettes are followed by a story of considerable length, and a change of 
scene from Germany to Mexico. Lafe Page is now a member of the advisory board. 
by L. F. Page, III 
THE early morning noises drifted up through the open French window that served as a doorway to the heavy stone 
balcony and slowly worked their way through 
the half conscious haze. Russ turned over once 
more and began to hear the insistent slap, slap, 
slap of the women making tortillas, punctuated 
by an occasional infant noise. He lay flat on 
his back and let the now gentle sounds pene-
trate the delicious mist of parting sleep. A 
breath of cool moist morning air lightly brushed 
away the last wisps of sleep and brought fresh, 
but only vaguely familiar sounds and smells to 
his newly wakened senses. He looked about 
the room with its walls of some sort of stucco 
reaching up to the high and heavily beamed ceil-
ing which seemed to reach up interminably 
until they swallowed the top of the room. 
Then he let his gaze settle on the doorway to 
the balcony. The massive wooden frame with 
its highly wrought and equally massive doors 
appeared to be a frame for the unfamiliar sur-
roundings. 
A rush of memories flooded his now fully 
awake mind and the events of the past week 
passed in review, each flavored by the spice of 
events gone by. The smell of the acid clear 
air which had greeted them as they got off the 
plane at Mexico City seemed to crinkle his nos-
trils again and the feeling of other-worldness 
momentarily returned only to be passed by 
the memories of the rush of Customs and then 
getting a cab to the hotel. "It was a good thing 
that Jim told me of the Geneve. " It was a 
good hotel; simple, but very comfortable, with-
out that feeling that everyone was preying on 
The Americanos. The man at the desk was a 
great help explaining the currency and telling 
me about those small restaurants that Janet and 
I had enjoyed so much. It had been much 
cheaper too. Those pleasant morning walks 
through the streets not yet made hot by the 
sun really seemed to shake off that tired feel-
ing I'd had ... Janet didn't look as tired either; 
she looked happier yesterday at the Bullfights 
than she has in years. 
He rose up on one elbow and looked warmly 
at the familiar figure beside him and smiled 
softly as she slowly opened her sleep-filled eyes. 
She stretched slowly and then quickly opened 
her eyes, now wide awake. 
"What time is it? Have we missed the 
Turisimo ?" Russ looked startled and fumbled 
to the brick lined niche where he had put his 
watch last night and then turned easily back. 
"It's only seven-thirty, darling, we have plenty 
of time." 
"Oh good. I hate to wake up that way." 
She settled back moving comfortably close. 
"How long have you been awake?" 
"Only · a few minutes, I've been enjoying 
Mexico over again," he said smiling, and then 
added, "What is that noise I've been hearing? 
I think it woke me up." 
Janet listened a moment then laughed. "It's 
the women making tortillas; you know, those 
flat pancakes they wrap around all that goo and 
eat." 
Russ laughed and settled back into his rev-
erie, enjoying the closeness. 
This trip had been a good idea. It is so 
nice to get away from the plant and all its 
problems. Maybe we should have brought 
the kids, but they're too young to get much of 
a kick out of it, I guess. Besides, this has been 
more like a second honeymoon and Janet's 
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mother will certainly take good care of them, 
probably be too good to them, . . . laughing 
to himself as he thought of young Russell be-
guiling his Grandmother. 
The cold flagstones of the floor felt good on 
his bare feet as he stood before the large mir-
ror scraping the last of the blond whiskers 
from his lean, well tanned cheeks. He swished 
his razor through the murky water of the wash-
bowl and felt a certain pleasure as he emptied 
the contents over the wall of the balcony into 
the branca below. Returning the bowl to its 
stand before the mirror, he refilled it from the 
large earthenware jug standing on the floor. 
He brushed his teeth, being consciously careful 
not to swallow any of the water, and then fin-
ished dressing, thinking to himself how mas-
culine the primitive plumbing made him feel 
and then laughing at himself for the thought. 
He busied himself with packing and then 
placed the suitcases by the door which was a 
twin to the balcony doors. 
'Tll take the bags downstairs, 0. K. ?" 
"Unh-uh," she murmured through a moutlJ. 
full of tooth paste. 
Russ laughed and chided her for her diction 
and with a parting warning about amoebas in 
the water he took their luggage down. He 
walked out into the street and gazed across the 
square to the white fronted building with 
"Turisimo"painted in fading blue letters across 
its face. Noting that there was no activity 
visible there he reentered the doorway of the 
hotel and went upstairs to their room. Janet 
was still busy preparing herself for the day's 
trip. 
"How soon will you be ready darling?" 
'Tll be there in a few minutes dear, but why 
don't you go down and start breakfast. I'll 
meet you there." 
"In the little cafe on the left side of the 
square as you leave the hotel ?" 
"Yes, where we had coffee last night." 
Russ entered the cafe and then, deciding that 
one of the tables on the sidewalk would be 
better turned, he walked out to a table in the 
shade. He sat down and shivered a little as 
the cold from the steel backed chair penetrated 
his coUon shirt. A young girl with a once 
white apron came out to the table. 
"Beunos dias Senor!" 
"Beunos dias, Do you speak English?" 
"Oh, no." She smiled and hurried back into 
the dimness of the cafe. Russ sat there amused 
by the girl's happy consternation and waited to 
see what would happen. In a few minutes an-
other girl appeared, slightly older than the first, 
and walked smilingly toward the table. 
"Good morning. You eat breakfast?" 
"Yes, I would like a cup of coffee, black, and 
some toast, please." 
"T oost ?" she asked, with a most perplexed 
look on her face. 
Russ smiled again and tried to explain what 
he meant. She returned to the dimly lit in-
terior, nodding her head and saying, "Si, si ... " 
He could hear a flurry of voices inside as she 
reached the innermost portions of the cafe and 
he laughed softly to himself. 
He turned his attention to the town and 
mused over a remembered bit from the guide-
book Janet had bought in Mexico City ... this 
is where the emperor Maximillian had had his 
palace and where some of the great battles of 
the Mexican revolution had taken place. He 
gazed over the faces of the one-story adobe 
buildings that surrounded the square. Just 
then a bus rumbled past and Russ had to laugh 
at the comical appearance of that conveyance. 
There were no doors or windows, just the 
places for them and passengers were hanging 
all over it like flies on a honey cake. One en-
terprising youngster was running along be-
hind it trying to catch up; he finally gave a great 
leap and with the aid of many outstretched 
hands succeeded in adding himself to the al-
ready overcrowding population of the bus. 
His amusement was interrupted by the sight 
of Janet walking toward him with eager steps. 
He felt a surge of pride as he watched her trim 
figure neatly clad in a tailored linen suit, nego-
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tiate the cobblestones of the street. She sat 
down across from him with an air of prim pos-
session and laughed with him at the disappear-
ing bus. 
"Have you ordered darling?" 
"More or less, I just asked for toast and 
coffee and I'm waiting to see what happens." 
Just then the young girl arrived with his order. 
Janet smiled at her and indicated that she would 
have the same. 
A few people were gathering around the 
Turisirno office when Russ and Janet finished 
their breakfast. They paid and walked back 
to the hotel to pick up their luggage. After 
the business of loading the luggage into the 
large black Packard was completed the passen-
gers introduced themselves to one another and 
climbed into the comfortable automobile. 
They started smoothly away from the depot 
and the ride out of the city was accompanied 
by the constant blowing of horns and accom-
. panying yells from momentarily irate Mexicans. 
The Turisimo turned sharply from the narrow 
winding street onto the broad highway and re-
laxed into an easy hum as the driver shifted 
into high gear. The pavement passed beneath 
its wheels with great ease as it headed ·out 
across the valley toward the mountains. 
The car took the first grades of the moun-
tains with powerful simplicity, demonstrating 
greater power as the grades grew steeper. Russ 
admired the ease with which the driver nego-
tiated the sharp uphill turns and the casualness 
with which he let the engine out of gear and 
coasted on the down grades. He felt himself 
leaning into the banks as the car rounded the 
sharp turns with heavy ease, reminding him 
of the bobsled run at college. His reverie 
was broken when one of the older women in 
the back expressed her discomfort at the driv-
er's careless coasting down the dangerous 
mountain road. The student attempted to re-
lieve the woman's mind by commenting rather 
poetically on the graceful beauty of the soaring 
eagles to be seen high overhead. Russ looked 
up and laughed to himself as he watched the 
lazy circles the vultures were making in the 
sky above. He felt a warm glow of belonging 
as he looked over at the driver and they ex-
changed knowing grins. As the miles rolled by 
Russ found himself absorbed in the small adobe 
huts that would occasionally appear in the lush 
green valleys below them. He wondered at 
the life that the inhabitants of these hoyels 
must lead and even mused on the incongruity 
of the rich fertile valleys and the poverty of 
the dwellings of those who cultivated them. 
The road seemed to be a dividing line between 
the towering brown slopes and the full green 
of the valleys. 
He was beginning to think of lunch when 
the driver pointed to the outskirts of the town 
where they would spend the rest of the day 
and the night before continuing on their way 
to Acapulco. 
Russ found himself listening to the busy ex-
planation of the driver as the turisimo glided 
past the silver mine. The mining of silver, he 
said, and the work of the silversmiths had 
ceased in the town many years before the war, 
but just after the war a long time American 
resident of the town had conceived of the idea 
of rebuilding the industry and restoring some 
economic stability to the town and a degree of 
prosperity to its people. The driver continued 
for a while and then as a final proof of the 
success of the plan he pointed to the new "La 
Borda" hotel which stood on a hill across from 
the town. This was the hotel where they would 
spe"nd the night. Making its way past the last 
of the outlying houses the large car carne to a 
gentle stop in front of the hotel. 
As they walked into the restaurant after regis-
tering, Janet held Russ's arm a bit more snugly 
than usual, as if she were trying to get closer 
to him. 
"Why were you so quiet all morning, dar-
ling? You hardly said a word all the way 
down, except at the beginning of the trip. Do 
you feel all right?" and with more intensity, 
"Are you happy?" 
"Of course I am darling. It was just that it 
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was so uncomfortable having to turn around to 
carry on a conversation and the scenery was so 
attractive. I guess I got kind of involved in 
watching the mountains." 
"Oh, . . . good. Let's eat, I'm starved." 
Their table was on a shaded veranda that 
looked out onto the town and the gently roll-
ing mountains that swept away from it. 
"The breeze feels good, it was pretty hot in 
the car for the last ten miles or so, don't you 
think?" 
"Hm." Janet said thoughtfully as she 
scanned the menu. "Ah, here is what I want! 
A steak." 
"I thought you were the one that was so 
crazy about the native food ... I think I'll have 
one too. That wasn't the biggest breakfast 
I've ever had." And they both laughed. 
"I thought we did rather well, or rather 
you did. All I had to do was to point to what 
you had and nod my head." 
Russ smiled and then thoughtfully said, 
"Don't you wish we knew Spanish so we could 
talk to all these people and really find out what 
they think and like?" 
"Oh I don't think it makes much difference, 
we can see what they live like and what they 
do ... . " 
Russ felt a twinge of irritation. He looked 
out across the veranda and then back as the 
waiter brought their meal. They ate in silence 
and then got up from their table and walked 
to the edge of the veranda. They could see 
many houses just below them and watch the 
comings and goings of their occupants. 
"This seems almost indecent," said Janet 
laughing embarrassedly. They were watching 
a heavy set Mexican woman emptying a bucket 
of water into her backyard and scolding a dog 
lying in the doorway. Russ turned away and 
walked back into the lobby, Janet followed. 
The other American passengers were gathered 
in a small group by the desk waiting for the 
driver to announce their departure for town. 
The ride over to town took only five min-
utes. It couldn't have been more than a quar-
ter of a mile. The turisimo came to a stop in 
the plazoleta which was a smaller version of the 
square in the city they had left that morning. 
Large shade trees surrounded the square which 
was dotted with occasional benches and ice 
cream vendors and divided by the usual pink 
cement walks. The whole space seemed to be 
the entrance way for the large cathedral that 
dominated almost completely one side of the 
square, the huge arched doors set into the 
splendour of its highly ornamented face. The 
other sides were made up of shops and houses 
broken now and again by a narrow street which 
either led up the mountain, traversed its slope, 
or dropped down to the lower part of the town. 
The group stood around the driver as he 
told them of the founding of the town and the 
cathedral which was built by the Jesuits many 
centuries ago ... . 
Russ and Janet were standing aside from the 
group, engrossed in the antics of several young 
boys who were trying desperately to wrangle 
some ice cream from a stone faced vendor. 
"Let's not take the guided tour this afternoon 
darling. The town is small enough so that we 
can see all the important parts." 
"Let's go in the old church first," Janet said. 
It's all right again thought Russ. . 
They started across the square eagerly, stop-
ping just in front of the doors. 
"This must have been. built in the 16th cen-
tury if I remember my history." 
"How can you tell that?" asked Janet skep-
tically. 
Russ laughed and said, 'Tm just guessing 
dear; I remember that something about the 
architecture of that time was a combination of 
the classic Greek and Roman with a lot of 
ornamentation." 
"Well this certainly has a lot of ornamenting, 
but just think of the work that went into this 
... it must have taken them centuries to do all 
that carving." Janet looked a little closer at 
the fine work and added, "It's certainly old. 
Look at the way that heavy stone doorstep is all 
worn down from people walking on it. " Russ 
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nodded in agreement and they entered the 
church. 
The cool darkness of the interior was a wel-
come relief from the heat of the day and both 
seemed absorbed by the massive stone columns 
and broad, dimly lit altars. There was nothing 
to say. With a start they saw that they were 
not alone in the great hall, but an ancient serape 
clad Indian was kneeling before the altar with 
his arms outstretched crucifix fashion. 
When they came out again into the stark sun-
light of the square they blinked at each other 
until they once again became used to the in-
tense light. They left the plazoleta, and 
wandered down a street lined with shops dis-
playing all the products of the native crafts. 
Finally Russ broke the silence. 
"Do you think we should buy a few things 
to take home with us?" 
"Yes, but let's wait until we get back to 
Mexico City." 
"That is a better idea, I hate the thought of 
carrying a lot of bundles. Let's turn down this 
street, I think it leads to the market place." 
The street led between the high brown walls 
of several houses and emerged as a cobblestone 
stairway staggering down the mountain with a 
drop of a foot every ten feet or so. They 
emerged from the shade of the narrow street 
into the myriad of strange sights and smells that 
went to make up the market place. There were 
stalls displaying pottery, vegetables, woolen 
serapes and straw sombreros, sandals, pack 
saddles for burros, white cotton trousers and 
shirts, more pottery, and little cantinas which 
sold delicious looking but vile smelling stew 
and warm pulchi. Russ and Janet looked be-
wildered at the . maze of stalls; each with its 
white flour sacks stretched over crude wooden 
frames that served as protection against the 
ever present sun. 
"There's that smell, but it's twice as strong 
here, darling. What on earth causes it? You 
can smell it all over Mexico." 
Russ stopped, lit a cigarette and said, "It's a 
combination of things. It's the raw leather, 
the raw meat and the lack of sewers." Janet 
snorted at his last comment and said, "Well, 
whatever it is, let's look around. I've never 
seen such a fascinating place." They wan-
dered among the stalls inspecting the great va-
riety of objects and then came to the stall 
where they were selling meat. "Darling! They 
don't have any iceboxes or anything . . .. " 
Russ watched as a heavy set woman held 
up the head of a calf .. . 
"Oh, good lord ... " Janet gasped as a fresh 
young calf was slaughtered. "Russ I think we 
better go, I don't feel too good." 
'Tm sorry, honey, I should have realized . . . 
let's go back up to the square and stop at a Can-
tina." Russ smiled at the crimson butcheress 
and led Janet out of the market place and up to 
the plaza. They sat down at one of the outside 
tables of Pacos' bar. 
"That was a bit more than my well bounced 
stomach could take, I'm afraid. I'm sorry for 
being such a sissy darling . . . " Jane~ said 
sheepishly. Russ just squeezed her hand un-
der the table and said "Don't be ridiculous, it 
bothered me too only I was too dumb to admit 
it. I think it was partly the altitude too." 
Janet laughed and said, "The great rationalizer 
goes to work. What will we have to drink? 
Something cold I hope." The waiter came 
over to their tabl~ and they ordered two cold 
bottles of beer. 
They sat there for quite awhile enjoying the 
coolness of the shade and the gentle afternoon 
breeze. Russ seemed to be drinking in the oc-
casional smells of the town when Janet's voice 
startled him. "Darling! Wake up!" She 
gently tapped his arm and then laughed. "I 
see you have discovered the secret of a Mexican 
afternoon.' ' 
"What secret?" Russ asked innocently. Janet 
laughed again and said, "The 1'ecret of the 
siesta. Haven't you noticed how quiet it is, 
almost all of the shops are closed. It's won-
derfully peaceful." 
"It was until you started talking," Russ 
jibed back. Janet snorted in mock hurt and 
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then added, "When you get through siestaing, 
let's climb up to that church way up on top of 
the town. It looks like a smaller version of the 
cathedral." 
Russ looked up in the direction of Janet's 
gaze and then back to Janet. "Let's go, little 
Miss Ambition." He signaled to the waiter, 
paid for their beer, and asked him how they 
could get up to the church. The waiter pointed 
to a street. 
"The sun's warmer than I thought," Janet 
said somewhat breathlessly. 
Like the other street, it would go along for 
about ten feet and then there would be a step 
up of about a foot, the space between the steps 
decreasing the higher they went. In an open 
doorway they saw a little old man sitting cross-
legged on the floor stitching on a pair of san-
dals. When they were about half-way up they 
stopped to regain their breath. 
"Let's see if we can get a view of the town 
from here," Russ said between breaths. "Phew, 
I didn't realize my wind was so short." He 
gasped again. Janet stood with her back to the 
mountain, taking in deep draughts of air and 
looking out over the town as it fell away from 
them. 
"It really is a beautiful spot. Look at the 
square. It looks so pretty, a dark green carpet 
surrounded by all the pinks, whites, and yel-
lows." 
"It looks so nice and cool, too," smiled Russ. 
They turned again and slowly climbed on until 
they reached the courtyard in front of the 
church. 
"Oh, Russ! Just look at the view, and the 
town below us." The whole town was there. 
When they had regained their breath they 
turned toward the church and saw that the 
touring group was gathered around the driver. 
He seemed to be telling a story of some sort so 
Russ and Janet just smiled and nodded as they 
went by and into the church. The inside of 
this church was surprisingly simple; it was as 
plain as the cathedral had been ornate and yet 
the outside was very similar to the big church. 
"Look at those two little ones, darling," 
Janet exclaimed as they left a side door of the 
church to avoid the touring group. Russ 
turned and smiled at the two small children 
who turned their shy brown eyes away as 
though ashamed. "They look terrible don't 
they ? Their stomachs are all bloated and their 
bones seem to stick out so." Russ hesitated, 
but fell into silence. They made their way 
back down the mountain. 
That evening, after dinner, Russ and Janet 
were sitting alone on the veranda relaxing after 
the heat and activity of the day. 
"That was a quaint old legend that they 
spoke about at dinner tonight, wasn't it?" 
Russ nodded thoughtfully and said: "I can't 
help thinking of those two children we saw 
huddled by the church door and the part of the 
legend about no one being able to starve on 
the steps of the church." Janet looked at him 
and asked: "Were they hungry darling? Or 
were they just sick?" 
"They looked sick, didn't they? It seems 
almost . . . , I don't know. The church was 
built in honor of two children saving a priest 
from starvation; and then those two." 
"Let's not think about it anymore tonight, 
dear, besides the legend says that no one can 
starve there. It's much too beautiful a night 
and the orchestra's playing . .. " Janet added 
with a hopeful note in her voice. Russ looked 
at her for a moment, then rose from his chair, 
looked over the moonswept mountain side for a 
hesitant moment and turned smilingly towards 
Janet. "Let's dance." 
Out on the dance floor they danced well as 
those accustomed to each other do and said no 
more of the day. Russ spoke quietly into Janet's 
ear: "When we get to Acapulco, let's just 
stay on the beach." 
Moldy old Trin on the rocks has for many years 
now had its crustiest aspects locked in a cage. The 
editors, being a crusty lot themselves, spent a recent 
afternoon in the Library scraping beneath the layers 
of tradition to find these extra-curricular archaisms. 
Alma Mater has not always 
been 1) moldy, 2) Trin, 3) on 
the rocks. Washington Col-
lege, located on Capitol Hill, 
was the original Alma Mater, 
until the name became too 
voguish; the Hermethenean, the 
original literary magazine, un-
til its contents became too 
mildewed. In 1845, the Trus-
tees went to Britain for a name 
and (as part of the bargain) 
more mold. 
THE 
HERMETHENEAN. 
VOL. I. OCTOBER, 1833 . NO. I. 
HABITS OF LITERARY MEN. 
THE habits of men, in the different nges nnd varied circumstances 
of life, constitute a distinguished feature in their history. In what-
ever emplo_vment we are engaged, habits of one kind or other are 
sure to be formed . They steal upon us unnoticed, nnd like the 
lapse of time, unmarked, save by the changes they effect. In the 
journey of life, they are encountered at every stage-by the way-
side and in the study-and cling to us with a pertino.city that 
often mocks at our enrlea\·ors to check them. They are indulged 
and even cherished, till t.hey become inveterate ami give a tone 
and colorin!! to the character. 
They affect the happiness anoi nsefulness, as they are Yirtuous 
or vicious. If vicious, they take deep root in the dt•praved heart, 
and rcqmre no fostering care to grow luxuriantly . The eccentrici-
ties and mistakes-the contradictions and absurdities of many a 
man's life may be traced to the influence of his habits. 
We need not advert to the grosser habits which are seen only 
with mingled feelings of pity and disgust. They are confined to 
no class of community, nor are they strangers to the hallowed 
groves of Academus. They arc superinduced by the weakness 
and depravity of man, and are not the legitimate consequences of 
his particular employments. They who sacrifice to Bacchus are 
not always oflow life and ignoble pursuits. Men who have devo-
ted their time to the cult t: re of their intellectual faculties, are too 
often found among the inebriated throng in those wretched haunts 
of vice where the profligate meet for their midnight revelries, and 
hold the carnival of sin. 
If the unwary youth has been ensnared by such habits they will 
aet as a paralysis on the mind-as a gangrene upon the vitals-
drinking up the very life-blood of the soul. They will destroy all 
Having become Trin, Alma Mater moved to its site 
on the rocks in 1878, and added another British import; 
_......,._..._ this time an architect. William G. Mather ('77) and 
Joseph Buffington ('75) contributed their bit to the 
tradition of dormitory life (above), later to become 
College Trustees and benefactors. Nor was the accumu-
lation of mold discouraged when the students moved 
into their new quarters (below). 
'69 (tlub 
Life on the rocks continued to thrive and 
:radition became firmly encrusted. 
Postgraduate 
The dark old Bishop standing there All is the same, yet not the same, 
Still spreads his brazen arms in prayer; As oR the morning when I came, 
Old Northam rears against the sky A Freshman, to these classic halls. 
Its massy bulwark, gray and high, The life I passed within those 
Unheeding how life below Has grown so dim that now it 
May change or chance, may ebb or flow; A gauzy fabric spun in dreams. 
And bits of song and pleasant talk Ah well! I am not all bereft, 
Still sound along the college walk - For yet one faithful friend is left 
Old jests I knew, old songs I sung, Unchanged by age, unmoved 
When hope was high, and life was young. The dark old Bishop standing 
Robert Clarkson 
Newly elected TRIPOD managing editor Laird Mortimer digs into old editorial pages to 
give us a glimpse of Trinity and its perennial complaints. His first REVIEW effort appeared 
this Fall. 
There's Nothing New • • • 
by E. Laird Mortimer, III, '57 
THE college is going to hell. Campus ac-tivities are not properly organized. There is no spirit at games. The all-
college scholastic average has sunken hopeless-
ly. The grades of many athletes are near fail-
ing. There are too many " townies" at Trinity. 
Wesleyan has better scholars and teams than 
we do. The alumni are not actively or finan-
cially interested in Trinity. 
This is the editorial fodder for the Tripod. 
Year in and year out, the Tripod has editorial-
ized upon these same topics. Each year it 
seems that the editors merely drag out the old 
issues and rewrite their grievances in the pres-
ent tense. With the exception of an unfore-
seen event, such as a fire or theft, a change of 
presidents, a war, the death of a faculty mem-
ber or the donation of a new building, the 
Tripod has been printing the same news and 
editorials at the same time each year, since the 
first issue on September 23, 1904. 
Whereas the Tripod has never "scooped" any 
momentous national or civic news event, and 
has always presented the s~me general material, 
nevertheless it is a revelation to read the pre-
vious issues. It seems as if one were reading 
college and national history in the making, 
while scanning the fifty-one years of issues. It 
is only through the re-printing of various Tri-
pod articles, however, that one may capture any 
of the atmosphere or creativeness with which 
previous editors have presented the same ma-
terial that today' s editors are still using. 
In November 1904 the college football team 
was in one of its usual slumps. The team was 
light and undermanned. No one even turned 
out to watch the practice sessions, much less 
the games. The Tripod encouraged the stu-
dents to support the team in every possible way. 
A very important thing is to aid the men in 
their training. Try to abstain from smoking 
when in the presence of the football men. 
In fact do not inconvenience them in the 
way of temptation any more than you can 
help. See that they are encouraged to go to 
bed early; don't do things which they are not 
allowed to do. Do all you can to make 
them satisfied. You owe it to Trinity to 
assist them in their work. 
An appeal to those who cannot play foot-
ball: See that every man available is down 
on the field each day to inspire the men with 
determination. 
In the following issue an encouraging note 
rang out from number twelve Northam Tow-
ers, the birthplace and original office of the 
Tripod. 
The football squad was almost doubled 
on Monday afternoon and the men went at 
their work with dash and determination. 
Wesleyan was our bitter rival as early as 
1905. The Tripod had this to say about the 
annual football classic: 
Today we meet in annual battle on the 
gridiron our friend and rival in the athletic 
world, Wesleyan. The contest promises to 
be an exciting one. Both teams will fight 
to their utmost to win. Every one of the 
twenty-two men will fight for the glory of 
his Alma Mater. The game will be a 
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struggle between men who are gentlemen 
and are playing a gentlemen's game. In the 
natural course of events one side will win. 
We sincerely hope that we will be the vic-
torious team. If we are not, then we will 
doff our hats to our Wesleyan rivals and ex-
tend to them the congratulations justly due 
to them. We welcome the Wesleyan team 
and the numerous undergraduates who have 
come to support their representatives in a 
manner characteristic of Wesleyan men. We 
do not say that we wish you success, but hope 
that the better team will win. 
Doubtless, the frosh lived a more miserable 
existence in the early nineteen hundreds than 
they do today. Periodically, when the Tripod 
felt that the freshmen were forgetting their 
traditional heritage, frosh rules would appear 
in bold face type. 
Warning to Frosh! 
Never-Fail to attend college meetings. 
Never-Shirk duties expected of freshmen. 
Never-Post notices on the bulletin board. 
Never-Call up to rooms or out of win-
dows. 
Never-Yell or make other disturbances 
on the campus. 
Never-Sit on the college fence. 
Never-Throw snow balls. 
Never-Fail to get off the walk for men 
in classes above you. 
Never-Appear in public with pipe or 
ogar. 
Never-Go to "Heubs" without a man in 
a class above you. 
Never-Wear corduroy trousers. 
Never-Wear school letters or numerals 
or Jerseys or caps. 
Never-"Butt in." 
Mind your own business! 
Does this 1910 editorial sound familiar? 
Even collegiate history repeats itself. 
That the attendance at the first college 
meeting of the season was not up to th~ 
standard is greatly to be regretted. If the 
college body would but realize the great im-
portance of gathering at such a time, there 
would be no resaon for the cry of lack of 
college spirit. The meeting was one of the 
best ever held, in point of the excellent 
speeches made during the course of the eve-
ning, and it should be a source of deep regret 
to all those absent, unavoidably detained-or 
otherwise, that they were not present to im-
bibe some of the atmosphere. 
The following is a T ripod favorite . It ap-
pears punctually twice each year, guess when? 
Is it necessary to sound the annual mid-
year warning to athletes? It seems to us that 
it ought not to be. But the perennial pro-
bationing of valuable athletic material 
shows signs of dying out, and there probably 
will never come a day when past experience 
will not be a sad warning. ( 1910). 
It seems hard to realize that a man can be 
so utterly lacking in college spirit-leaving 
personal considerations out of the discus-
sion-as to allow himself to be disqualified 
from participating in games in which his pres-
ence might make all the different ' between 
defeat and victory. To some extent the aver-
age man's scholarship is a personal matter; 
but in the case of athletes it is a social duty 
to pass courses. Every man in college can 
keep off probation if he wants to take the 
trouble. There is only one verdict that the 
college body can pass upon the baseball or 
track man who fails to do so in the coming 
examinations. ( 1920.) 
About three weeks ago we printed an ex-
tract from the current Trinity catalogue. By 
way of a gentle reminder we print it again. 
Long harangues on this subject are tiresome 
and have been worked to death. But we es-
pecially call to the notice of football men 
that on June 9, Trinity examinations begin 
and on June 20 Trinity exams end. Any 
varsity man who is on probation next fall 
does much to lessen our chances for a good 
term. (1920.) 
There has always been friction between town 
and gown. Nothing will ever be done to re-
duce Trinity to a resident student body. In 
1922, however, when the college was less than 
one-third its present size, the T ripod called for 
action on a problem which has become triply 
as acute since then. 
There is a time coming, and not very far 
off, when wise heads must congregate to 
seriously discuss the future of Trinity Col-
lege. Two paths suggest themselves, one 
of which must be followed; either the insti-
tution is to become a day school, a place to 
which little boys come each morning by trol-
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ley, a strap of books under one arm and a 
lunch box in the other, or the college will 
continue along the trail its founders blazed, 
a group of men living together, learning to-
gether and growing together. 
Do not construe this as a tirade against 
town men. It is not our intention to make it 
so. Trinity has always had Hartford men 
among its students, and many of them have 
been more than a credit to the college. It is 
a question of policy. Let the town men 
come to Trinity, but let them come as per-
manent guests, not transitory visitors. Let 
them join our group, be as much at home in 
Northam Towers as on Windsor Avenue. 
Let them give something and gain more. 
Our dormitories were made to be occupied, 
our chapel to be attended, our activities to 
be maintained and our traditions to be pre-
served. What Trinity will get is a unified 
active interested group of students. What 
the town men will get is a feeling that they 
are truly a part of Trinity, which no amount 
of trolley car riding and box lunches can give 
them. 
Compulsory chapel has always aroused un-
dergraduate ire. Like poor grades, however, 
it is a perennial favorite for hopeful campus 
discussion. It seems that the 1946 editorial 
board in particular was fired with religious 
provocation when they printed this : 
The advocates of compulsory chapel at-
tendance present what they consider a valid 
set of arguments: The tradition is venerable, 
dating back to the early 19th century. Are-
ligious atmosphere is vital to our student 
body, the singing of hymns exhilarating, the 
reading of prayers beneficent. The Chapel 
is an admirable edifice and the Bible supreme 
literature. Also, it will "do us good," some-
how, to come together several times a week. 
Most of these points are sound and some 
beyond controversy, yet all of them add up to 
a wretched defense against an objection 
voiced by those opposed: That compulsory 
chapel attendance is by its very nature self-
defeating. 
While the great majority of Trinity stu-
dents bitterly oppose the chapel requirements, 
they will probably groan and mutter but 
obey them. The idea of revolt is curiously 
alien to higher education in the United 
States. Here we do not indulge in such a 
healthy catharsis. Instead we bury our 
grievances in the tomb of our dead ideals, 
and march to chapel and chant the psalms 
and murmur the prayers and only sometimes 
look up longingly at a skylark winging his 
free way through God's air. 
While on the subject of chapel: 
At the Sunday afternoon service during 
Junior Prom Week, 1920, one of the trustees 
of the college was viewing with a critical eye 
the detail of the inside of the chapel. He 
noticed one of the large bolts that hold the 
beams together seemed to be loose and imme-
diately after the service he verified this ob-
servation. Hurrying to the president, he 
said to him in an awe strucken solicitude, 
"Mr. President, there is a nut loose in the 
chapel." The president sighed and turned 
away. "Only one," was his reply. 
J. Pierpont Morgan and Colonel Theodore 
Roosevelt was present at the ninety-second 
commencement on June 22, 1918. The Tripod 
carried Colond Roosevelt's complete speech. 
It also carried a particularly serene and re-
morseful description of the atmosphere sur-
rounding Northam Towers on that day: 
It was an ideal day for the occasion. Not 
a fleck of floating cloud appeared in all the 
sky, but a gentle breeze playfully spread over 
all the campus, making the short grass bend 
back and forth at its will. Hundreds of 
women in bright summer dresses were there; 
alumni gathered together for the first time 
in years, stood around; and little children 
wondering what it all meant, darted here and 
there. Everything gave an impression of 
peace. 
During the First World War, an Army 
R.O.T.C. unit was stationed at Trinity. Esprit 
de corps flowed rampant throughout the col-
lege. This notice appeared in the Tripod re-
garding the wearing of the military uniform. 
The uniform must be worn on the campus 
at all times; with the uniform must be worn 
a plain white or gray shirt with a black fore-
in-hand tie, either black or brown shoes, 
blouse must be buttoned at all times. Uni-
forms may not be worn downtown, except 
by special permission from a commissioned 
officer. Passes must be obtained. Salute 
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all comm1ss10ner officers during drill only. 
Return all accidental salutes from enlisted 
men. 
Every few years throughout its history, the 
Tripod has featured a brief, biting, sarcastic and 
not-too-subtle column known originally as 
"Thru the Editor's Transit." The most effec-
tive campus ridiculing has been executed 
through this column, which in later years be-
came known as "Blackjack" and "Here and 
There." Today Bruno Eckford stands as the 
offspring to the rusted and aged "Transit." 
The following are excerpts from those effective 
columns. 
Is there any reason for the Union waiting 
until the last piece of candy is sold before 
a new supply is purchased? ( 1920.) 
Once there was a reading public that wrote 
in reply to editorial questions! We doubt 
it. (1920.) 
Haircuts will soon cost so much that they 
will be performed by surgeons and called 
operations. ( 1913.) 
The B.U. team looked like Roman Sol-
diers. The Trinity team, as a whole, in the 
words of Caesar, was divided into three 
parts: Those who spilled interference, those 
who tackled, and those who did neither. 
An interesting though deplorable fact was 
recently turned up by the circulation depart-
ment of the Tripod. Of the ten bishops of 
the Protestant Episcopal Church whom Trin-
ity has helped to educate for the Episcopacy, 
only one subscribed to the official organ of 
their Alma Mater. 
Mumford Heard plans to enter the Army 
Air Corps some time next month. Until he 
leaves for good he may be located at Vassar, 
Smith or on the Merritt Parkway. (1942.) 
Strange, is it not, that ever since Dr. Ogil-
by has been playing squash he has been un-
defeated. ( 1941.) 
Once the Tripod, obviously for lack of some-
thing else to print, conducted a survey in which 
they collected over one hundred names of 
campus clubs which had become defunct since 
the founding of the college in 1823. These 
are some of the more illustrious sounding or-
ganizations which they uncovered. 
The Trinity College Whistling Club 
The Trinity College Cribbage Club 
The Euchre Club 
City Hotel Eating Club 
The Missionary Society 
The Solitaire Club 
College Union Telegraph Club 
The Walking Club 
The Company of Swiss Bell Ringers 
Knights of the Mystic Spot 
Sancho Pedro Club 
The Small Eaters Club 
The Buckingham Street Serenaders 
MuMuMu 
The Merry Whistlers 
The Happy Howl Club 
The Noise Club of Paradise Section 
The Royal Italian Band 
After reading about some of the chaos which 
has existed on Trinity's campus for the last 
fifty years, it is obvious that the college has 
not only been going to hell, but it has arrived! 
The new cut system is unbearable, compulsory 
chapel is still a constant burden, nobody comes 
to hear the president speak and the campus is 
more over-loaded than ever with townies. 
Black Man 
by Philip D. Craig, '55 
One bare window 
With one bare light, 
A bare black man, standing, silhouetted, 
Crying at the night. 
He stands and watches a train in his sight, 
It passes near him 
And goes on. 
He cries 
His cry not one of tears, 
A cry from any man this world round 
Who must stand 
And watch 
And stand 
And watch. 
Who gets up in the morning 
And builds a train, 
And comes back at night 
And watches it go by from his inky silence. 
Who knows why he stands or for what he waits 
Lest it be darkness. 
But does stand 
And does watch 
And does cry 
Black men and all of you 
Yours is the legacy of sweat, 
Of grime, 
Of building, 
Creating, 
Making a train that will go from sea to ocean, 
A train of life and motion. 
And your legacy is one of sorrow 
For always you wait 
But not for tomorrow. 
You wait for a day 
When instead of giving your body to the train, 
The train may make you part of it 
And may carry you on to the end of its journey. 
To a place not filled with stench and dirt 
And music dull in its sameness 
Blaring into your quiet, 
And red neon lights flashing into the night 
which you stand. 
But a place where you will no longer have to 
stand 
And watch 
And cry. 
A place where your children may laugh 
And play 
And smell the smells of clean dirt, 
And may get on the train. 
This is what you cry and wait for black man 
You don't know it 
But you feel it 
Crying out from your unconscious, 
As you stand there watching the train out of 
sight 
From your one bare window 
With your one bare light. 
The Analysts 
by Robert W. Shaw, '55 
B UMPS rolled up the areaway steps out of the hotel cocktail lounge beaming in euphoria at the universe, which was 
sunny and sparkling everywhere. He tugged 
at his bathing suit, which had fallen down 
around his hips, flaring out from under a round 
white belly into a Hawaiian efflorescence of col-
or, champed hard on his cigar, shrugged tight 
on his shoulders his yellow award sweater 
which had HELSINKI GOLDEN GLOVES 
emblazoned on the back, and set off on a dead, 
veering run across the beach. He always felt 
deliciously naked running across a beach with 
infinity all around him, as though he were a 
performer on a vast stage playing to the Cos-
mos. He stopped short, shuddering with mute 
howls as the waves swirled over his toes, numb-
ing them with cold. He looked up meekly 
resentful at the sky, in hurt wonderment that 
the elements could be so unkind. Accepting 
their implacability with a rueful smile and a 
shake of the head he trudged a few yards back 
up the beach where he sat himself heavily 
down, sprawled out, stretched, turned over on 
his side, curled up, tucked his hands under his 
chin, and went to sleep. 
Nearby, in the shadow of the stone jetty that 
divided the hotel property from the public 
beach, Martin sat watching Bumps with a 
drowsy-lidded gaze of amused toleration. He 
had been painting, his tripod easel stuck in the 
sand before him and a box of watercolors and 
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jar of grey water containing several brushes, but 
he had long since lost interest. Bumps wasn't 
much of an interest-holder either, he thought; 
ridiculous enough and pathetic enough to be 
mildly interesting at times, but most of the 
time simply tiresome. A discharged soldier 
off on a half-hearted bender-what a cliche! 
And Bumps' clownish antics were all old stand-
bys; they didn't add any originality to a theme 
already mossy: rapturously dancing with a 
broom in the crowded cocktail lounge at night, 
walking downtown in his pajamas-these stale 
conventionalities never failed to convulse the 
whole hotelful of adolescents, middle-class 
vegetables, and sex-starved ingenues that Mar-
tin was surrounded by, who enjoyed vicariously 
the expression of their own impulses in poor, 
pitiable Bumps. Ah, welL all the world's a 
stage and occasionally one has to see a farce--
but it's disheartening to see a farce played out 
to infinity in space and time. 
Martin daubed a brush in Payne's gray and 
dipped it into the jar, watching with an expres-
sion of disillusionment the blue tendrils rising 
and diffusing, changing the color of the water 
from slate to a murky black. That girl, what-
ever her name was-Eileen-was mildly inter-
esting too, as a study, as a melange of repellent 
feminine characteristics. Her candor was 
laughably formidable, she threw it at you with 
eyes straight and direct, not caring in her pure, 
naive, scientific spirit whether you knew you 
were being analyzed or not, and the result was, 
of course, total misapprehension as it is with 
all such traits practiced for their own sake. 
That was probably the fault of college psychol-
ogy courses, Martin felt, endowing every post-
pubescent with either self-admitted insight or 
intolerable curiosity. Her attempt to mask in-
genuousness with disingenuousness was droll, 
too, and her little attempts at sophisticated 
banter even more so. Still, Martin wished she 
would come out on the beach; it would be en-
tertaining to listen to her for awhile. 
The only unfortunate thing about his going 
home tomorrow, back to art school, was that he 
wouldn't have the opportunity of seeing her 
have an illusion or two broken. It was bound 
to happen in the purple passage of a stay in a 
summer colony hotel when all these little peo-
ple have the tempo of their little lives speeded 
up. She, like all the other ingenues, was on the 
lookout for a summer romance. 
Martin decided to try a new thematic ap-
proach to painting the hotel. He had painted 
it many times, each time with the same degree 
of subtle causticity, but now, befitting the last 
day of his stay, he felt that a consummation was 
in order, a masterpiece of ironic comment 
which would be more than rewarding for all 
the tedious days he had spent here. The hotel, 
a white three-story wooden structure complete 
with parking lot, beach, terrace and several 
faded cabanas, would be splashed in one-dimen-
sional flatness (to signify its drabness archi-
tecturally and atmospherically) in the center of 
the picture. Around the hotel, on the grounds 
and floating in and out of doors and window, 
would drift primitive-fashion pipe-stem figures 
(also one-dimensional to show the one-dimen-
sionalness of their lives) with big melon-
shaped heads (Dong Kingman style) and fea-
tures suffused with expressions of idiotic hap-
piness, all of them with this same expression to 
signify anonymity. The ocean would be a grey 
mass and several figures would be shown in the 
grip of strong winds being blown out over it, 
but their expressions would be the same to 
show their obtuse unawareness of life's real, 
meaningful tragic paths. 
Noon had come. Most of the hotel guests 
were out on the beach in little family clusters 
under gaudy beach umbrellas; a few straggled 
along in the water, heads and shoulders bob-
bing. Occasionally someone would stealthily 
tread up behind Martin, peer over his shoulder 
at the painting and ask some inane question. 
He discouraged them with brusque answers, 
and they walked off looking hurt and indig-
nant, like slighted patrons. He sketched the 
theme rapidly in soft charcoal (he was no hack-
neyed purist) ; swift, nervous directional lines 
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formed the conception. Once in a while he 
would look up and glance around the beach, 
hoping to see the girl somewhere about. He 
was losing interest in his painting and the gen-
eral out-doorsiness of the beach bored him. 
He would much rather be bored by Eileen than 
by the elements; it was a choice of the lesser 
of two evils. He had completed the sketch 
and was washing in the colors in a Dufy or 
Marin technique he had acquired when a pre-
monition made him look up and there was the 
girl walking across the beach with her self-
important-looking fat little father and her 
nonentity of a mother. She waved to him and 
he acknowledged the wave with an indifferent 
nod. She was a good-looking animal, he list-
lessly admitted, although her boyish insouciance 
sometimes palled on him. With the usual 
amount of feminine meretriciousness, intended 
or unintended, she was wearing a satiny white 
bathing suit to set off dark hair and a well-
turned tan. Her father spread his stubby legs 
and drove their beach umbrella into the sand, 
then crawled in under it and plumped down 
like a belligerent little buddha. His wife 
spread out a blanket next to him, sat down, 
and pulled some knitting out of a beach bag. 
Eileen laid down on her stomach, her rear end 
curving up into the air. Her toes probed in the 
sand as though they had their own little facul-
ties of curiosity. She was a he.althy-looking 
animal, Martin had to admit, working absorb-
edly on his painting, great potentiality for pro-
creation and so forth; he had seen her at one 
time or another in the company of all the 
eligible young males in the hotel. He wished 
she'd come over. 
Eileen's father sat cross-legged and stiff-
backed in the shade of the umbrella, tenderly 
patting his white paunch. His cigar projected 
outward straight and direct in gun-barrel de-
fiance of the elements. "Who's that indus-
trious young man over there, making believe 
he's painting?" he asked Eileen. "He keeps 
looking over here." 
Eileen smiled radiantly. "Oh, he's a radical, 
Daddy, a rebel artist. I've talked to him once 
or twice. He's so bitter it hurts him." 
Eileen's father gave Martin a covert but 
gimlet-eyed stare. "Oh, a young ennuye, huh? 
Then why is he stationed where everybody can 
see him? He's wearing the correct, prescribed 
attire for young artists, too, it seems; plaid 
shirt, sandals, hmm. Hair's pretty carefully 
combed too." 
"Oh, I think he rather enjoys himself in the 
role." 
"No doubt. " 
Eileen did a push-up in the sand and sprang 
to her feet. "I think I'll go over and talk to 
him," she said, "and find out what's wrong with 
the world today." 
Eileen's father removed the cigar from his 
lips and spat. "Find out what he's painting. 
I'll bet it's an allegory depicting the insensi-
tivity of man." 
Eileen laughed brightly. "Either that or a 
surrealistic thing showing the beach as a nicked 
plate and all the people on it as baked beans." 
Eileen's father backed further into the shade 
of the umbrella. "As baked skins, anyway," 
he grumbled. 
Eileen walked off. Her mother sighed 
faintly, shaking her head in disapproval. 
"Now what's the matter?" Her husband 
fixed her with a baleful look. 
She knitted calmly. "You know, George," 
she began, ''it's no wonder that Eileen hasn't 
formed any friendships down here the way you 
encourage her to make case histories of every-
body. She's scared off all the young men." 
"For God's sake, Charlotte, she's almost out 
of college. She ought to know what friend-
ships are worth making. What happened to 
that Brandhurst boy?" 
"She said he was too rah-rah for her tastes, 
whatever that means." 
"\XT ell, whatever it means, I agree with her 
whole-heartedly. What an ass he is. Who's 
this young misanthrope she's talking to?" 
Eileen's father turned and castigated Martin 
with his eyes. 
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"As far as I know he left college last year 
and has been going to some art school. He's 
a good-looking boy." 
"Humph! I don't approve of her talking 
to him but I suppose there isn't a damn thing 
I can do about it." 
Eileen's mother resignedly went on knitting. 
Martin leaned back and concentrated on his 
painting as Eileen came over. 
"Hi, Happy," she said gaily. 
He looked up with listless surprise. "Oh, 
hello." Eileen stepped behind him and looked 
at the painting. 
"What do you think of it?" he asked, bored. 
"Well, it's original . . . I guess that's what 
I'm expected to say." 
Martin smiled. It was a vaguely snide, cryp-
tic smile as if he possessed a secret unknown to 
the world. His head bend down whenever 
he presented it and the outline of his chin dis-
appeared, diffusing into the fleshiness of his 
neck. "If I can't do something in an original 
way," he said ceremoniously, "I don't bother 
trying it." 
"Oh, you deplore triteness, hm ?" 
"That's right." 
"It's too flat." 
"What?" 
"The painting." 
"I intended it to be flat. " 
"No, I don't mean that; I mean it has no 
strength; no strength of color or form, I mean; 
it lacks conviction. It's fuzzy." 
"Isn't life fuzzy, too?" 
Eileen sat down cross-legged in the sand, 
propped her elbows on her knees and her chin 
in her hands, gazing up at him with frank curi-
osity and friendliness. "Now what do you 
mean by that?" she asked, as if ready to hear 
the explanation of a moral fable. 
"Doesn't life lack strength of outline, in 
purpose and direction?" 
"Oh my God! Do you have a grudge 
against the world?" 
Martin smiled at being thought capable of 
such a thing. "No, on the contrary, I'm com-
pletely indifferent to it. Well, not indifferent 
really, I do find it interesting." 
"Oh, I see, a disinterested observer." 
"That's right." · 
"Hmmm, too bad. Disenchanted at twenty. 
That's about your age, isn't it?" Eileen backed 
up her remarks with a winning, disarming smile 
and a wholeness of interest that Martin knew 
would faze anyone less perspicacious than him-
self. 
"No, dear," he answered, 'Tm twenty-two, 
but thanks for the compliment anyway." 
"Owww, that wasn't a very original answer." 
"There's no stimulus for originality around." 
"Score one!" Eileen threw up her arms in 
surrender. "But tell me, do you find the 
world very boring?" 
"Very." 
'Til bet you're hell on wheels when it comes 
to tearing down middle-class morality and our 
materially-minded age and so forth." 
"You're far behind the times." 
"Well, maybe. What is the big target of 
your abuse; criticism, I mean?" 
"Ingenues who play at being sophisticated." 
Eileen grasped her ankles and rocked back 
and forth, laughing. "Do you really find them 
so hard to take?" 
"Always." 
"All right, I'll reform. I'll be my own pure, 
simple spontaneous self. And I'll begin with 
simple frankness: why did you flunk out of 
college?" 
Martin scowled. "Out of what channel of 
gossip did you learn that? That hotel is like a 
small town all rolled up inside four walls." 
"That's irrelevant. Why did you flunk out?" 
"It was much too stifling." 
"Oh, the academic air and all that?" 
"Put in a very trite way but that's right, yes." 
"Too stuffy for a liberated spirit, hm? Got 
soot on your wings and all that?" 
"Yes, like Byron and all that," Martin mim-
icked. "You're making me sound like the hero 
of a late-Victorian novel. Why don't you get 
away from college and meet people?" 
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"And learn about life first hand, hm? Isn't 
that a stock remark of all disinterested ob-
servers? If they don't . know anything else or 
can't do anything else they certainly do know 
people-they think. They certainly don't know 
themselves." Eileen looked coyly sideways at 
him, tongue in cheek. 
"Now that's a sparkling generalization," 
Martin said, irritated. "Out of your lecture 
notes in Psychology 1 ?" 
"No, just-you should pardon this-general 
observation." 
"You're very perceptive." Martin bit off the 
words with as much scorn as he could muster, 
and transferred his attention to the painting. 
"Ohhh, look," Eileen exclaimed with sudden 
sympathy, "the tide's creeping up on Bumps. 
Is he passed out?" 
Martin looked and saw that waves were lick-
ing up around the toes of Bumps' prostrate fig-
ure. "He's always passed out, one way or an-
other," he said, and examined the painting 
with renewed attention. 
Eventually a shudder passed through Bumps' 
form; he looked up stupefied, eyes blinking 
from the sun, and slowly orientated himself as 
to his whereabouts. He crawled up past the . 
reach of the waves and sat looking glumly out 
to sea. 
Eileen jumped to her feet. "Come on," she 
said gaily to Martin, who was lost in abstrac-
tion, "Go put your suit on and we'll go in for 
a Clip. It's awfully hard to look bored in that 
cold water." 
"Forget me this time," Martin said sourly. 
"Oh, all right, Gloom. Are you going to 
be around tonight?" 
"Yes, I'll see you in the lounge." Might as 
well, Martin thought, better to spend an eve-
ning listening to her chatter than alone in his 
room. 
"Good. We'll throw a send-off party for 
you by insulting each other." 
"The repartee should be stunning. I just 
can't bring myself to say scintillating." 
"Oh, it'll be stunning all right. I'll bone up 
on Oscar Wilde." 
"Ha! You'd better bone up on Uncle Re-
mus first-start from scratch. Do you think 
we should invite Bumps too." 
"Why not?" 
"Then he'd better bone up on Charlie Chap-
lin." Martin knew she wasn't above inviting 
Bumps; she was too much of an extrovert to 
suit him, too damned ebullient. 
"Okay then, World-Weary," she said, 'Tll 
see you then." 
Martin tore the painting off the easel and 
ripped it in half, looking at Eileen with a 
smile of unconcern. 
"Now what did you do that for?" she asked, 
surprised. 
'Tm not satisfied with it. I'll have to try 
again sometime, I suppose." 
"Oh. Well, that's in character, I guess. A 
disinterested observer shouldn't excel in any-
thing; it spoils his perfect detachment." She 
walked off, glancing impishly at him over her 
shoulder. 
He didn't bother to answer. Let her compli-
ment her own wit, he thought, closing up his 
easel. She waved to Bumps, who waved vigor-
ously back, and Martin wondered just how far 
she thought she could go in forming indiscrim-
inate friendships. Surely her father would ob-
ject to that much of an indiscretion : making 
it public that she was on friendly terms with the 
hotel clown. Martin gave it up and began 
gathering his things together. 
"Now who in hell is that ?" Eileen's father 
demanded as she walked up and stood smiling 
down at him, hand over her eyes against the 
sun. "Isn't that the ass who makes a drunken 
spectacle of himself regularly? My God, look 
at his bathing suit! It looks like the Hanging 
Gardens of Babylon." 
"Oh, he's all right, Daddy, he's harmless. 
He's full of fun, you might say." 
"Oh, just chockful of boyish exuberance, 
huh? Is that why he's down sponging up the 
bar at 9 o'clock every morning?" 
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"{ don't think it's from compulsion. He's 
just a creature of impulse as far as I've been 
able to figure out." 
"Well I'd appreciate it if you let your con-
clusions rest there. What did the artist have 
to say?" 
Eileen looked devoutly up at the heavens 
and intoned: "He looked at the world and saw 
that it was bad." 
Her father bowed his head. "God have 
mercy on us all." 
"You two make a splendid team," said Ei-
leen's mother, putting away her knitting, "but 
I'm too hungry to listen. I think it's time we 
had lunch." 
"An excellent idea, Mother." Eileen reached 
down and picked up blanket and towels. Her 
father grunted assent and heaved himself to his 
feet. 
"Have you a date tonight, dear?" Eileen's 
mother asked. 
"Well, in a way. 
lounge. He'll tell 
of life." 
I'm meeting Martin in the 
me all about the futility 
"Cerebral masturbation," Eileen's father 
grunted. Eileen laughed buoyantly. Her 
mother shook her head in weary horror and 
followed them up to the hotel. 
Martin lingered on the beach; he dido' t want 
to make an appearance in the dining room while 
Eileen and her family were there; she was just 
frivolous enough to call him over and make 
him face the ordeal of small-talking with them. 
He sat down on the wall separating the hotel 
property from the public beach-which was a 
plebeian chaos reminding him of Hogarth's Gin 
Lane series: the congestion of a Dachau burial 
ditch under a gaudy forest of beach umbrellas; 
whole families encompassing three or four 
generations garbling in foreign tongues grouped 
around towers of provisions-picnic baskets, 
gallon jugs-that would have fed armies; trios 
of vapid-looking girls lying in mock unconcern 
on their blankets, pretending not to notice the 
pack of slobbering Lotharios lying near them; 
hideously flabby and varicose-veined old ladies 
sitting at the water's edge and slapping at the 
waves in senile glee, surrounded by squalling 
children scurrying around on bowed legs; and 
above it all a blare of uncountable portable 
radios-the so-called latest hits and the spor-
adic blatting of baseball announcers. Martin 
hopped down and stalked up the beach into the 
hotel. 
II 
Bumps sat at the bar, toes twined under the 
bottom rung of the stool. He surveyed the 
bartender, who was standing in front of him, in 
a cool, urbane manner, chin cupped in one hand. 
"Look, Irving," he said, "you always worry 
about what people think." 
"Look, Bumps," Irving replied, slapping the 
bar in exasperation, "I don't mind you coming 
down here in the afternoon with your bathing 
suit on but Holy Christ it's five-thirty. The 
evening crowd'll be coming down here in a few 
hours an' what'll they think." 
"All right, all right, I'll go up an' change in 
a little while. Feel better now?" 
"Yeah, yeah, thanks. I hate to be a bastard 
about it, Bumps, but there's a high class crowd 
here, you know that." 
"Sure. One of them could come down here 
in his scivvies and you wouldn't say anything." 
"Whattaya mean? We don't play favorites 
here." 
"Then how come nobody waits on me in the 
dining room?" 
"Because, ya dope, you make plays for the 
waitresses." 
"I don't make plays for them!" Bumps 
cried out in innocence. "I just try to talk with 
'em." 
"Sure ya db. They don't go for that stuff; 
they're smart college kids," Irving leaned 
closer. "Like that one," he whispered, point-
ing covertly. Bumps turned; Eileen was com-
ing down the stairs into the lounge. "Oh, I 
know her," he said. 
Irving sneered. "Sure ya do." 
Eileen looked around, saw Bumps and 
waved. "See," Bumps gritted out of the side 
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of his mouth. He waved back. Irving 
shrugged, "She must be after your bathing suit," 
he said and moved off. · 
Bumps's mind worked hurriedly as Eileen 
walked over. A cute kid, slim, in white blouse 
and black slacks. Cute as hell and friendly 
too; he had seen her with most of the guys in 
the hotel but after a few dates they seemed to 
avoid her like poison. He wondered why. Any-
way, she was cute; so cute he felt inadequate. 
"Well, Bumps," Eileen said, plumping down 
on the stool next to him, "I thought you were 
going to drown this afternoon. Don't you 
know better than to sleep next to oceans ?" 
"Oh, that," Bumps said, flustered. "The 
tide kinda had me fooled. Would you like a 
drink?" 
"Yes, please." 
"Irving! Bring us a coupla bottles of Bud, 
huh?" 
"No, I'd rather have a Tom Collins." 
"Huh? Oh, okay. A Tom Collins instead, 
Irving!" 
"When are you leaving, Bumps?" 
"Tomorrow. Like a cigarette?" 
"No, no thank you. Martin leaves tomor-
row, too." 
Bumps fumbled for a match, found some 
and lit up. "Who? Oh, you mean that artist 
guy. What is it with him anyway? He always 
goes around lookin' like he's tasted something 
bad." 
Eileen laughed and replied in mock serious-
ness: "He has." 
"He has? No kidding? What?" 
"Bile. He's a man of one humor." 
"Huh? You mean he's got liver trouble?" 
"No, no, just joking." 
"Oh. I thought he looked kind of young 
for that." 
Irving put down their drinks. Bumps tipped 
his glass and filled it. 
"Too bad you're leaving tomorrow, Bumps," 
Eileen said, "we're never really had a chance to 
talk." 
"No, I know it," Bumps replied, raising his 
glass. 
Eileen sensed an intense self-consciousness 
'Tve noticed your sweater, Bumps; were you in 
the Olympic Games?" 
"Naw, it's my brother's sweater." 
"Oh? Then why are you wearing it? Are 
you basking in your brother's glory," she added, 
with a sideways smile of good-natured reproof. 
Bumps colored deeply. "Naw, he just 
doesn't want it any more and it fits me better 
anyway. I guess I should take the letters off." 
He looked down and twirled his glass in his 
hands. 
"Now Bumps, you know it doesn't fit you. 
It hikes way up in the back." 
"It's warm anyway," Bumps said with a 
hounded look. 
Eileen sipped her drink. "Why do people 
call you Bumps?" she asked off handedly. 
"I-er, er-I guess it's my chin. It is a 
whopper, isn't it?" 
Eileen glanced quickly to save him from 
added embarrassment. It was a whopper; 
prognathous, with a deep cleft slitting it into 
twin bulges. But, she noticed, the features 
above, except for a bulbous nose, were small 
and sensitive. "It's not that bad, Bumps," she 
said warmly, 'Tve seen worse, and with much 
worse faces to go with them." 
"Awww, no, it's really pretty bad, but I don't 
mind. It doesn't bother me." 
"But it does bother you to have other people 
notice it, doesn't it?" 
"Hell, no," Bumps growled, and then 
laughed as if to make light of the matter. 
Eileen became aware of an appealing defense-
lessness in him and felt guilty almost of cruelty 
as she probed further. Her voice became warm 
and intimate. "Why do you drink so much, 
Bumps? I have the idea that you don't do it 
serious! y." 
"Oh, I don't," he said in the same low, con-
fiding tone, involuntarily pushing his glass 
away, "I just do it for fun, I guess. You know, 
I get a big kick out of the things I do." 
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Eileen nodded, gazing at him with sympa-
thetic interest. 
"It's like I was standing outside myself 
watching myself and getting a big laugh out of 
it. That sounds pretty crazy, doesn't it?" 
"No, Bumps, I think I know what you mean." 
"I mean, I don't know what I'm going to 
do, and then when I do do it, I'm surprised, and 
. . . well, that sounds pretty crazy." Bumps 
grinned sheepishly. 
"That's why everybody 
drinks," Eileen said, 
consolingly. "Daddy 
says it's the infatuation 
t h r o u g h saturation 
method of bolstering 
the ego." 
"Yeah. Well, it's this 
way: I got out of the 
army three weeks ago 
and I've been living on 
my mustering-out pay 
and a little bit I saved. 
There's only twenty 
bucks left now, but I've 
had a hell of a good 
. time; no regrets. I'll be back to work tomorrow." 
"Mm hm. What sort of work do you do?" 
'Tm a social director. " 
"A social director?" 
"Yeah. My aunt runs a resort hotel on a 
lake down in Connecticut. I'm the social di-
rector there. You know, organizing boat rides 
and sings and ping-pong tournaments and things 
like that. The season's almost over now, but I 
work around the place in the winter and keep it 
up. In the summer I'm the social director." 
"Do you enjoy it?" 
"Oh, yeah, it's great. We have amateur 
night once a week and I'm the emcee. The 
guests do acts and I award a prize to the best 
one. It's a lot of fun, it keeps you going. 
Boy, when you're up there in front of a lot of 
people and they aren't laughing you've got to 
work hard to make 'em laugh. This place could 
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do with a good social director; the guests never 
get together enough." 
"I think you're right, Bumps." 
"Sure. It's a nice hotel and all that but 
there's no community spirit." 
"You're right. What made you come here?" 
"I know Irving." 
"Who?" 
"Him. The bartender." 
"Oh." 
"Yeah, he used to work in my aunt's place--
headwaiter. He said there was a swell crowd 
here." 
"Do you think so?" 
"Well . . . some of them are okay." Bumps 
grinned and shyly confided: "Like you for in· 
stance. You can't get to know most of these 
people though. They look at you as if you had 
leprosy or something." 
"Look right' back at them, Bumps," Eiken 
said emphatically, "Look at them hard." 
"Huh? Yeah,Ido." 
"No you don't, but you should." Eileen put 
her h~nd on Bumps's arm and gave it an inti-
mate squeeze, then got up, checking her watch . 
"It's time for me to go, Bumps, I've got to meet 
my parents for dinner. It's been very nice talk-
ing to you." 
"Yeah . . . uh, are you going to be around 
tonight?" 
"I have a date with Martin." 
"Oh ... well, I won't be seeing you again 
then, probably, but I'd like to write--if I could. 
What's your address?" 
Eileen hesitated for an instant. It would 
mean a correspondence that she would eventu-
ally have to break, but she couldn't bring her-
self to give him a fa:ke address. He borrowed 
pencil and paper from Irving and she dictated. 
'Tll write as soon as I get a chance," Bumps 
said eagerly. 
"All right, Bumps, be seeing you. Thanks 
for the dr~nk. " Bumps watched her, beaming, 
as she went up the stairs. "She's a damn nice 
kid, you know it, Irving? Smart, too." 
Irving shrugged. "You're crazy if you think 
you can get anywhere with her." 
"Oh, I don't know about that. She acted 
pretty encouraging. She doesn't make fun of 
you in a nice way like most of the girls around 
here." 
Irving made a deprecating noise. "Wise up, 
will ya. You're just a bum. These girls are 
up there. I think that one's old man is an in-
surance executive." 
"So what does that make him?" 
"Nothin', I suppose, but it makes you even 
less." 
Martin came into the lounge and sat down 
at the end of the bar. Irving scurried down to 
him and took his order. Bumps peered closer, 
recognized him, and smiled genially; picking up 
his bottle and glass he walked over and sat 
down next to him. "Hi, Martin," he said cor-
dially, "I hear you're goin' home tomorrow." 
Martin turned and gave him a gelid stare. 
"Yes, that's right. Who's your source of in-
formation?" 
"Huh? Oh, Eileen told me, she was just 
down here." 
"You're joking." 
"Huh? No, that's right, she was just down 
here, she told me. I'm leavin' tomorrow too." 
"Is that right?" Martin gulped his bourbon 
and water and looked distantly off. 
"Yeah, and I'm not too sad to be leaving the 
old place either. How about you?" 
"No," Martin answered. "I guess that gives 
us one thing in common, doesn't it?" 
"What the hell do you mean by that!" 
Bumps blurted out. Martin dropped a bill on 
the counter and got up. "Give my regards to 
Eileen if you see her before I do," he said 
blandly. "You probably will; it isn't my turn 
until eight o'clock." Bumps glared after him 
with intense, childish resentment as he saun-
tered away. "What the hell is it with that guy, 
Irving?" 
"That one? He's just a mixed-up kid. Don't 
let him bother ya. He thinks he's an artist." 
"An artist, huh." Bumps looked darkly at 
the stairs, smoldering with hurt. He pushed 
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himself away from the bar and got up. 
"Where you goin' ?" Irving asked anxiously. 
"You better change outa that bathing suit if 
you're going up to eat." 
'Tm goin' downtown for awhile, Irving," 
Bumps said in hea·vy, ominous tones, "but I'll 
be back." 
III 
At eight o'clock the lounge was slowly filling 
up. Middle aged couples came down from up-
stairs and from all over the colony young 
couples and single groups of girls and young 
men drifted in; the same bands that were out 
on the public beach, Martin thought (sitting at 
a corner table as far away from the throbbing 
juke box as the wall would permit), coming 
down here to pursue their flirtations in a more 
propitious atmosphere. The bar lights glowed 
luminescent red behind the rows of bottles, 
making spokes of amber, topaz, ruby, in each 
one, the colors varying with the c lor of the 
liquor. The wall lamps, turned low, cast faint 
blotches of yellow across knotty pine; the juke 
box sat squat, glimmering and bubbling, against 
the far wall. Martin waited impatiently for 
Eileen, frequently checking his watch. He got 
up and went into the mens' room. When he 
came out his face was livid with a combination 
of rage and a terrific effort to suppress it. He 
went to his table and sat down as if stunned. 
His face writhed down through the gamut of 
emotions from infuriation to irritation and fin-
ally subsided into cool, patrician contempt. He 
sauntered over to the bar. "Bartender?" 
Irving scurried over. "Yes, sir?" 
"Who's responsible for that painting in 
there?" Martin thumbed toward the men's 
room. 
"What painting, sir?" Irving's face puck-
ered into obsequious bewilderment. 
"The painting on the wall in the lavatory. 
Whoever the artist is, he has a fine eye for 
color. Not much on form though, unfor-
tunately." 
"In the lavatory, sir . . . a painting?" Hor-
ror suddenly transfixed Irving. "Oh, oh, sir, I 
think I know what you're drivin' at. That 
£ella-you know, Bumps-ha, ha, that's a 
funny name, ain't it-he went in there about 
an hour ago with a paper bag fulla something 
-he was in there a long time-! didn't know 
what he was doin'-I yelled at him cause he 
still had his bathing suit on-but, you know, I 
ain't supposed to leave the bar. He came out 
with a big grin on his face and took off. I 
would of looked but I ain't supposed to leave 
the bar, y'know ... " 
Martin unconcernedly waved his hand, dis-
missing the matter. "Perfectly all right. I 
think he has talent. The thing convulses all 
the other men in there who see it, but I think 
they miss the finer points." 
"Gee, sir, I'm awfully sorry. I would've 
looked but I can't leave the bar. Say ... " 
Irving darted his eyes around and leaned 
closer. "It ain't nothin' dirty, is it?" 
"Oh, no. Nothing malicious. It's really 
quite good. See it if you have a chance." 
Martin, turning, saw Eileen sitting at his table. 
She wore a look of fake vexation and her fin-
gers drummed the tabletop in the conventional 
mannerism of impatience. "Send a waiter over 
to my table, will you," Martin said, and walked 
away. "Yes, sir," Irving piped, then called out, 
"Sorry about that, sir." 
"So that's where you get your ideas," Eileen 
said good-naturedly as Martin sat down, "talk-
ing to bartenders." 
Martin looked off with an air of amused 
martyrdom. "Your soul-companion Bumps had 
a crack at me." 
"What? What do you mean?" 
"He lampooned me. He wields a very caus-
tic pen-I mean brush." 
"What are you talking about?" 
Martin went on in a rambling, disinterested 
manner. "Well, on the wall in the men's 
room there is a satire of me recorded for pos-
terity. An odd place for a painting, but, if I 
remember right, Gauguin told Van Gogh that 
that was the best place for his. I wonder who 
told Bumps that? 'A man's ambition must be 
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mighty small'-that's the first line of an ob-
scene poem that seems applicable to this situ-
ation." 
"Will you please tell me what you are talk-
ing about?" 
Martin was surprised to see that Eileen was 
all seriousness. "Well," he began in slow, in-
structive fashion, "on the wall in the men's 
room is a picture. The picture is meant to rep-
resent me. Bumps painted it a few hours ago. 
Probably right after he talked to me. I must 
have piqued him." 
Eileen nodded. 'Tm beginning to get the 
picture now-no pun intended. You talked to 
him?" 
"No, not really. He talked to me. He in-
formed me that you had told him that I was 
leaving tomorrow, and then tried to start a 
friendly conversation on the basis of how sad it 
is to leave the dear old place. I wasn't feeling 
particularly affable at the time, though, and 
cut him off." 
"You're a damn snob." 
"No, really I'm not. I'd just as soon talk to 
Bumps as any of the other nonentities around 
here, but he just happened to catch me in one 
of my incommunicative moods." 
"What is this picture like ?" 
"It's pretty abstract. I don't think words can 
do it justice." 
"All right, forget the wit and tell me what 
the picture is like." 
"Well, you're in a nasty mood. Why don't 
you go in and look for yourself. I think you're 
capable of doing that." 
"If there weren't so many people here, I 
would. Now please describe it." 
"All right. It's a part of a horse-or some-
thing vaguely familiar to a horse-the pos-
terior, dismembered just above the hind legs, 
sitting in an upright position on a camp stool." 
"Yes, go on." 
"There's an easel in front of this thing, on 
which is tacked paper which is being splashed 
with paint by means of three or four brushes 
wielded by the hooves of the hind legs which 
are outstretched from the body of this half-
horse. Is that explicit enough? Why aren't 
you laughing? I thought it was horribly fun-
ny; everybody else in there certainly thought 
so." 
The waiter came over and Martin ordered 
drinks. He curiously watched Eileen's expres-
sion, which was one of silent pensiveness. 
"Poor Bumps," she said. "That's his only 
way of fighting back." 
"What do you mean by that?" 
"You gave him the old cavalier treatment 
and instead of punching you in the face which 
would only land him in jail-and I don't think 
he could have brought himself to do it anyway 
-he has to resort to drawing pictures of you 
behind your back." 
"I don't mind. He does have talent." 
Eileen, bemused, ignored Martin's remark 
and went on: "It's hard to admire weakness 
but you caQ't help commiserating with it. The 
poor fool probably gets the same treatment 
wherever he goes." 
"He does have talent, you know. A good 
eye for color-lurid reds especially." 
"Oh, stop it," Eileen snapped. "If someone 
put a brush in his hands he'd probably become 
ten times the painter you ever would." 
Martin raised his eyebrows in effete surprise. 
"Well! Don't tell me Bumps has found his 
way into your heart. What did it, his honest 
simplicity?" 
Eileen's eyes glittered icily. "Look, Mar-
tin, save your puerile observations for bartend-
ers. And leave Bumps out of this conversation. 
And don't say a damn word about how boring 
the world is." 
"And what does that leave me?" Martin 
asked wryly with a detachedly amused look to 
conceal his discomposure. 
"Banalities," Eileen answered, "good old re-
freshing banalities." She reached over, putting 
her hand on his, and her voice became warm 
and placating. "I hate to be a bitch, Martin, 
but I've had a little lesson in humanity tonight 
-I get them once in a while-and they, well, 
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they upset the perspective I like to keep on 
things. If you want a battle of wits you'll 
have to see the bartender; I'm just not up to it." 
"All right," Martin soothed, 'Tm not either, 
truthfully. Let's just have a night of prosaic 
pleasures. '' 
"I don't even feel up to that. Let's go up to 
my room-I've got a bottle of Martini mix-
we can have a few drinks and call it off early. 
I've got to get an early start tomorrow." 
"All right, I suppose I should too." All this 
mutual warmth is just delicious, Martin thought. 
He wondered if there was anything behind her 
invitation. She was acting like more of a 
woman tonight: quick, capricious changes of 
mood, mildly manic-depressive; maybe all this 
constituted a precursor. He couldn't care less, 
he told himself. 
Eileen switched on the light as they entered 
her room. The room was broad, spacious, fac-
ing the sea, identical to Martin's except for a 
few light touches that revealed a feminine oc-
cupant. There were several Lautrec prints on 
the walls and a small walnut bookstand next 
to one of the easy chairs. Eileen washed out 
two water-glasses and poured drinks from a 
bottle on the dresser. Martin threw himself 
languidly on the bed. 
"Here." Eileen handed him a glass, then 
leaned back against the dresser, looking ab-
stractedly around the room. Her eyes came to 
rest on the bookstand and she gave a little "Oh" 
of awakened interest. She walked over and 
selected a large book of contemporary painting 
and came back, flipping through the pages. 
"What do you think of Andrew Wyeth?" she 
asked, sitting down on the bed next to Mar-
tin and holding the pages open for his inspec-
tion. He raised his head, glanced, and lay 
back again. "Too photographic," he said. 
"Oh for God's sake," Eileen exclaimed. 
"Frankly, Martin, I don't think you know a 
damn thing about art. Wyeth transcends 
photography." 
Martin grabbed Eileen's wrists and pulled 
her down to him, bending her head back with 
a hard, passionless kiss. She pulled away, 
looking at him calmly, with perfect self-pos-
session. "Well, this is unusual," she said 
coldly, "being made love to by a disinterested 
observer." 
"This isn't art-appreciation night," he said 
huskily and pulled her down again. She held 
herself limp and unresisting until he let her go. 
"Are we ready to talk now?" she asked archly. 
"Don't be silly," Martin growled, and 
tightened his grip on her upper arms. 
• She pulled his hands away. "Don't you be 
silly," she snapped, eyes flickering with anger. 
"Who the hell do you think you are? Do you 
think I want to look up and see you looking 
bored? You're not being consistent, little boy." 
"Oh, stop it," he snarled, and reached for 
her again. She sprang to her feet, infuriated. 
"Get out of here!" He fell back, incredulous. 
"Just get out of here!" she cried. Martin sup-
pressed his aggravation and composedly got up, 
yawning. He sauntered out of the room, affect-
ing sang froid, and paused in the doorway, 
thinking desperately for a parting quip. "You're 
sexless," he spat, and slammed the door. 
"Yes," she shouted after him, "isn't that un-
fortunate for you!" She stood still for a while, 
still trembling with rage, and then went into 
the bathroom and splashed her face with cold 
water. She came out and laid down on the 
bed, feeling her anger slowly ebbing away. 
Martin is contemptible, she thought. He isn't 
worth a damn. She never thought he'd be that 
sophomoric. Oh, well. Bumps was different, 
appealingly pathetic and with real value under 
all that defensiveness. He needed a protector. 
If he had ten million dollars, she thought, she'd 
marry him. She got up and prepared to undress 
and wondered for a long time, looking into the 
mirror, if there was anybody in the world who 
wasn't lacking something. 
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In our last issue we complained that "except for 
stately academic processions and a few other orna-
ments, tradition reposes quietly in the Library's closed 
stacks ... " Unwilling to let this situation go un-
remedied, we decided to dig among those closed 
stacks to see what was there. Besides discovering 
quantities of dust we came upon equally ancient quan-
tities of photographs portraying Trinity in the good 
old days. Some of the more choice shots make up 
this issue's pictorial section . A fellow addict of 
tradition, E. Laird Mortimer, III, has joined us in 
our dusty search with his article which opens the edi-
torial pages of old Tripods. 
* * * 
Another search which has interested us has been 
the one for the identity of "Alden Towers." Al-
though it is not customary for us to publish unsigned 
material, several offers made by our pseudonymical 
contributor have prompted us to make an exception. 
In one of his letters he offers, "If you would care 
to engage in a correspondence with me I'll be very 
glad to find a trustworthy intermediary to carry my 
letters or perhaps we might meet, if you don't mind 
my wearing a mask, in the cloister some night." He 
also states in his correspondence with the Editor of 
the Tripod, ' 'I'll reveal myself to him( the Review 
Editor) before June and I'll give him two more 
stories that will also be better than anything he's been 
able to scrape up among all of these Hemingway imi-
tators." Although we tend to be suspicious about 
most cloister rendezvous, we are more than eager to 
encourage his second offer. Mr. "Towers" is to be 
commended for his bravado. 
* * * 
Although we are loathe to mention the Tripod for 
a third time in this column, we deem it necessary to 
speak of a certain Bruno Eckford who writes for that 
publication. Not that his insidious accusations are 
worthy of comment by a publication of such obviously 
superior quality, but we do feel it is our responsibility 
to defend our Charivaric heritage, no matter how 
underhanded the invectives levied against it. Either 
Mr. Eckford has strong paranoid tendencies or he has 
chosen to fashion his public career after certain Wis-
consin models; one in particular. (Perhaps both?) 
Not to be daunted by his charge of Anglophilia, in 
this issue we are proud to point to a few of the many 
contributions which our parent nation has given the 
tradition of this College. Not only do we deny any 
subversive intent in doing so, but we wish to label 
Mr. Eckford's column for what it really represents; a 
fifth column which attempts to undermine Trinity's 
rich Anglican heritage. Next item! 
* * * 
While Angela Thirkell, the British novelist, was in 
Hartford last month we spent a pleasant afternoon 
talking with her about her novels and listening to 
recordings of English Trumpet Voluntaries. (We 
also drank tea.) She has been on a two-month visit 
to this country which has included lectures at Yale 
and the University of Minnesota as well as visits to a 
number of her friends in the States. When she re-
turns to her home this month the page proofs for her 
latest novel will be waiting for her. 
We enjoyed her refreshingly frank comments about 
her work. "I never write with a definite theme in 
mind. The main thing is to get a sentence down on 
paper and then the story starts to unfold. When you 
get started usually your characters take over and then 
you work things out together. I wrote my first book 
because I really wanted to. Now I write one each 
year, and so long as people are kind enough to keep 
on reading them I think I shall keep on writing them. 
You know, it take a good deal of money these days to 
educate one's grandchildren." 
Mrs. Thirkell is a generous woman. She enjoys 
the responsibility of being the center of attraction and 
doesn't mind giving up her own time to satisfy the 
interest of her admirers . . . Her eyes always twinkle 
when she is talking; they see a good deal more than 
her mannerism of peering through her reading glasses 
would suggest .. . "My education? Thank God I've 
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never had one!" . . . "I think of Cousin Rudy 
(Rudyard Kipling) as a charming boy with all sorts 
of fascinating stories to tell us when we were chil-
dren." . . . It is rewarding to talk with her and 
discover her good sense. Her characters cannot es-
cape being pleasant through their contact with her. 
"We should always look for the pleasant side of 
people rather than expecting to find the rubbish 
which they have had the good sense to discard." 
* * * 
We were sorry to see WRTC temporarily suspend 
operations after the FCC moved in with its iron 
hand. However, the situation does not seem entirely 
grim, since if nothing else, the FCC has cut the radio 
station from the apron strings of its advertisers. This 
can be a good thing if WRTC uses its situation as an 
opportunity to escape the commercialism which has 
long disturbed these editors and, we suspect, others 
as well. With the fine technical record held by the 
station it should be able to convert its facilities to FM 
with the assistance of the College. Such a step could 
not only be a real credit to the College and a valu-
able public service, but it might also enable WR TC 
to cater more to the musical tastes of an educated stu-
dent body, rather than to the busy housewife who 
chooses her music to drown out screaming children. 
J. E. H. 
* * * 
Walt Whitman said, in his Leaves of Grass, that 
man is a part of nature in which nothing is indecent; 
and that nature's poet, in aiming at completeness and 
in imitating nature, must give utterance to all things. 
Furthermore he stated that it is highly necessary for 
the artist to imitate nature's ways of working in a 
voracious representation of all life, hiding nothing. 
Whitman, had he been present at the meeting of the 
Connecticut State Liquor Board recently, would have 
been sadly disappointed. 
Mitch Pappas, Assistant Professor of Art at Trin-
ity, had been hauled up before the board to testify as 
to the "decency" of a series of murals he painted in 
the men's bar in a downtown night club. The mur-
als depict various sirens of antiquity draped and re-
clining in a metaphysical atmosphere. I have seen the 
murals many times and can conceive of nothing any 
well balanced person could find fault with. When 
you consider many of the lurid illustrations used for 
advertising purposes for our money-making movies, 
quarter novels, and pulp magazines, seen every day 
on the newsstand, the whole case approaches the 
ridiculous. Certainly the over-emphasis of sex and 
voluptuousness in our daily society has been accepted 
and integrated into the people to such an extent that 
the artistic murals in a nightclub shouldn't be con-
sidered dangerous. 
This problem is not a new one, and it occurs in 
many phases. The people and the clergy both have 
been protesting works of art, paragons of literature, 
the teaching of radical instructors, and inspired phil-
osophers, ever since the Roman Empire. Such paint-
ings as Rubens' Rape of the Daughters of Leucippus 
in early 1600, Manet's Dinner Under the Trees in 
1863, and Rodin's statue The Kiss, had been branded 
by their ages as "sinful and shocking." 
Not to classify Mr. Pappas' paintings in a class 
with Rubens, but rather to point up a definite weakness 
in our society, do I cite these examples. Walt Whit-
man devoted his entire life and soul to teaching man-
kind that man isn't base or corrupt; and that his anat-
omy isn't evil, to be hidden; but rather that it should 
be brought into the light so that if nothing else, some 
of the enigma of it may subside. Herein lies the real 
corruption. 
B.N.M. 
* * * 
The end of still another college year is near. End-
ings such as this are perhaps a bit surprising, not ex-
pected so soon, and yet, true to form, the ending is 
definitely enjoyable. Soon while the blankets are 
spread out on the grass, while the gin bottles drop 
empty out of sight, while the student grows tired and 
lazy, an old, always there, usually hidden, form will 
appear on campus. It will come by past the chapel, 
past the Admissions Office, past Jarvis, Northam, 
Seabury, past the bookstore, turn, past Cook, past the 
Auditorium, forward, it will pause, turn as if to go 
back, no, back again and into the library. The fruit 
is bitter, the seeds hard to swallow, the results strange. 
The word is out. The halls echo from the shout. Is 
there no quiet, no peace? Yes the word is out, and 
the bookcases are made bare. The redeeming ones 
have spoken out, and the digits, the cards, all fall 
into place. Cry out once more, one last long wail 
for the greats harbored for so long in the rooms, on 
the desks, now to be taken in the prime of life. Yes 
the year is nearly through, and yes the prodigal son 
must come home. We have seen the sights, heard 
the sounds, and now we are reclaimed. The form 
stops, sighs, releases its hold on the paper bound, 
and impervious to the sounds behind, walks out past 
the buildings, past the bottles and the blankets. It 
walks back, perhaps never more to come again. 
T . M. L. 
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While we seem to feel "middle age" is the ideal 
time of life for ourselves, it is the most frowned upon 
period of existence for everything else. After thirty 
years, we try to appear "fortyish," but there is noth-
ing more deplorable than "fortyish" houses or furni-
ture. 
Advertising takes advantage of this desire for ex-
tremes. In liquors, jewelry, men's clothing and 
other conservative ventures, there is great appeal, 
whether snob or otherwise, to age. Slogans like : 
"Serving Trinity men since 1888" are popular. But 
to use such a slogan successfully, the second digit 
of the date must be eight or below. Nines are just 
beginning to creep in, but it is much more effective 
to say "for over fifty years" than "since 1903." With 
home appliances, cigarettes, and soap the appeal is 
to newness. The date is supplemented by the super-
lative. Not only is every product today "new," but 
it is the "best." 
As advertising finds the English language inade-
quate, it makes improvements. Spelling corrections 
are common. "Ez'" for "easy" and "by" for "buy" 
are probably the spelling mistakes which are begin-
ning to creep into the schools. At the present rate 
of production of the "new and the best," it will be 
necessary for businessmen to invent an ultra super-
lative case so that they can express the fact that their 
product is the "bestest of the best." And so the 
language evolves. 
G. J. W. 
* * * 
That history repeats itself is both the profound 
and deeply considered conclusion of Professor Toyn-
bee's Study of History, and a cliche, meaning the 
antithesis of "lightning never strikes twice in the same 
place." 
We in the glorious twentieth century have the op-
portunity to predict with a reasonable amount of cer-
tainty that a situation may arise analogous to the 
biblical Noah's Flood. Humanity again faces the 
very real prospect of being blotted out of existence. 
However there is a certain statistical difference be-
tween the age of Babel Tower and ours. Then the 
survivors were chosen by their virtue. Today we 
have no such system and those who manage to keep 
unradioactive and alive will only be the fortunate 
victims of a kind of cosmic potluck. We must be 
preserved as a race, and if we are to keep the seed of 
humanity alive then we must ask the question: Who 
will preserve us? Will it be a group of dedicated 
men who understand history, or those who think 
Professor Toynbee is Winston Churchill's valet? We 
can but hope that some of our ablest men will re-
main after the smoke has cleared. 
And yet paradoxically, there is nothing to do while 
we wait but to be able, and to increase our knowledge 
for the day when we may be groping among the ruin 
and smoke and discover ourselves chief of a tribe of 
unorganized and frightened humans. 
But of course we can never be sure. 
C. R. 
* * * 
Since we first proposed a Cricket Club last fall, 
we have been following our own advice and taking 
life easy, knowing that from resting and other leisure-
ly attitudes there might emerge the gentlemanly re-
straint and quiet necessary for the sound establish-
ment of a Cricket Club. We are pleased to be able 
to announce at this time the progress of our pro-
posal, and to offer reasons to support our glorious 
goal. 
A widespread interest, we are happy to say, did 
not develop. No one was excessively enthusiastic. 
So little reaction was recorded, in fact, that some 
question arose as to whether our readers were per-
haps overly influenced by our suggestion that every-
body retire for a while. But to return to our subject, 
we think that conditions have improved almost to 
that state of lethargy which so often in the past has 
proved the ideal one for the Jovian birth of the finest 
Cricket Clubs. Setting no time limit, than which 
nothing could be more alien to the sport, we yet 
may venture this assurance to all, that continued 
leisure should not harm the eventual establishment of 
a Cricket Club. 
Not to influence any not already interested, rather 
to set down for our own enjoyment and to fulfill the 
principle that these matters should be set down peri-
odically, the reasons in support of our goal, we offer 
the following thoughts on the subject of Cricket 
Clubs as they have come to our mind in the past few 
months. 
White team uniforms, comprising shirt, long 
trousers, shoes and some type of headgear, are con-
sidered not only appropriate but also good taste. The 
taking of a toast and tea, or of crumpets and tea, 
or even of gin-and-tonics and tea, is suitable much 
more to the between-innings than to any other time 
of day or night. Rain never need interrupt the deep-
est pleasures of the game. Finally, as it would be 
improper to make an extravagant list of our thoughts 
on the subject, we should all know to what we are 
referring when we chastise something as not being 
"cricket." 
J. S. B. 
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NOTES ON THE RECORDING WORLD 
By WILLIAM E. LEARNARD, '57 
The year 1954 saw the rise of the "music for 
lovers" type of recordings to an unprecedented high. 
A very great percentage of all albums cut have fol-
lowed the set pattern of sighing saxophones and 
melancholy music. There have been, however, some 
bright spots in the world of record production. In 
the last few months a number of these "better" re-
cordings have reached the hands of the retailers. In 
this review I have attempted to include some of the 
best of the various types of albums. 
"Marches"; The Band of Her Majesty's Royal Ma-
rines; RCA Victor LBBC1072. 
This hi-fidelity recording contains some of our 
best-loved and a number of little-known marches. 
For the listener who is weary of the usual brassy and 
triumphant martial airs, here is a new and delightful 
experience. Lieutenant Colonel Vivian Dunn and 
his Portsmouth Marines give special attention to the 
original dynamics and intonation of the various 
selections. In this manner, they inttoduce a fresh-
ness into the somewhat time-worn field of march 
music. 
"Pops Concert" ; Leroy Anderson and Orch.; Decca 
DL9749. 
The countless admirers of Leroy Anderson's new 
effects in music will be pleased to discover the addi-
tion of a new album to his already staggering reper-
toire. In this, his latest Decca release, Mr. Anderson 
combines several of his creations, covering a wide 
scope of musical ideas, into forty-five minutes of lis-
tening pleasure. Included are selections from the 
already famous "Irish Suite" and the forthcoming 
"Scottish Suite" along with a number of the more 
popular "hits" of. his creative genius. The melodies 
range from happy-go-lucky, to whimsical and some-
times sonorous moods in the best Anderson fashion. 
"Jazz-Studio 2"; ; Decca DL8079 
This particular recording deserves special consider-
ation and congratulation. In this day, the word 
"Modern" applied to any kind of music braces the 
listener for an explosion of atonality and harsh 
sounds. However, this West Coast jazz is very mel-
odic and seldom resorts to the screaming high notes 
to achieve the necessary excitement that is jazz. In-
stead, excitement is generated by a swinging beat, 
good melodic form, and imaginative arrangements. 
This particular group of young musicians combines 
new renditions of old standards with a few newly-
composed selections by the noted French Horn vir-
tuoso, John Graas. 
"A Robert Farnon Concert"; Robert Farnon & Or-
chestra; London LPB126. 
Since World War II, the orchestras of Great Bri-
tain have been introduced to the American musical 
public with much success. One of the brightest stars 
in this field is a young Canadian, Robert Farnon. In 
this, his latest release to date, Farnon combines five of 
his own compositions, including the beautiful Journey 
Into Melody, with three light concert arrangements 
of The Donkey Serenade, Persian Nocturne, and The 
Carioca. The superior playing surfaces of London 
recordings add to the performances. 
"Concert Cameo" (Warsaw Concerto, Liebestraum, 
Peer Gynt Suite # 2) Boston Pops Orchestra; Arthur 
Fiedler, conducting; RCA Victor LRM7052. 
Boston's second-ranking institution (next to the 
Bean) scores another hit with a brilliant performance. 
The chosen selections are familiar to all and the pres-
entation is in the usual informal "Pops" style. 
"Fiddlin' for Fun"; David Rose & Orchestra; MGM 
E3108. 
The accent is on strings in this new David Rose 
collection on MGM records. The listener will find 
many a Rose favorite included, such as the fanciful 
Holiday for Strings or the coquettish Portrait of a 
Flirt. The light, whimsical selections are contrasted 
"The Anthony Choir"; Ray Anthony, Orch. and Chor- by a change of mood as well as tempo, in the ar-
us; Capitol H442. rangements of Misirlou and Vanessa, to round out a 
The Anthony Choir has released an album of sen- very enjoyable evening's entertainment. 
timental favorites and rhythmic Latin-American num- "All Time Dance Party"; Paul Whiteman; Coral 
bers that should cause a minor sensation among lovers Records; CRL56119. 
of glee-dub type musical arrangements. The singers To music lovers everywhere the name Paul White-
have gained popularity in their road appearances with man spells "magic," and magical indeed are the mel-
the Anthony band and in this collection their most odic remembrances of the "Roaring Twenties." Mr. 
popular and romantic renditions are included. The Whiteman's "New" Ambassador Orchestra captures 
vocal solos by Tommy Mercer and George Williams' the spirit of the included selections, even to the extent 
arrangements add immeasurably to the quality of the of using a slide-whistle player in various numbers of 
performances. Highlites are the Choir's treatments his new album. Here is the old lilt and vibrato of 
of Adios, The Moon Is Low, and Sweet and Lovely. "Pops" Whiteman. 
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WHY A MILLION MEN HAVE Sill/ITCHED TO 
HOliDAY! 
r ~ - . 
Only IIOLIDAY gives you thi.s Cu~tom Blend for M11dness! 
Yes, five famous tobaccos skillfully blended 
into a mixture of unequalled flavor, aroma 
and mildness. These fine tobaccos, selected 
from all parts of the world, are blended with 
a base of cool-smoking white burley .. . Each 
tobacco adds its own distinctive flavor and 
aroma to make Holiday America's finest pipe 
mixture. We suggest you try a pipeful ... 
enjoy its coolness, flavor and aroma ... and 
see for yourself why more and more men who 
smoke mixtures are switching to Holiday as 
a steady smoke. 
1/0l/DAY gives you thi.s 1/eat-.gealed Wrap-Around Pouch! 
Holiday tobacco leaves our blending 
line with just the right moisture con-
tent fora cool, no-bite smoke. You can 
be sure every pouch will be that way 
when you open it, because Holiday is 
the only mixture which has the Wrap-
Around pouch. Sealed air-and-water 
tight, it guarantees you a fresher, 
cooler-smoking tobacco. 
IF YOU PREFER A BLEND 
OF STRAIGHT BURLEYS 
Try Edgeworth-
choice cool-smoking 
white burleys in the 
air-tight pouch. 
America's finest 
pipe tobacco. 
SPECIAL OFFER $[50 
Get this new polished aluminum stem " Park Lane" pipe 
with interchangeable imported briar bowl and exclusive 
"dri-dome" which traps moisture to insure a dry, cool 
smoke-along with 2 full-sized pouches of Holiday 
Tobacco. If your dealer cannot supply you, use this handy 
order blank. 
Name ____________________________ _ 
Address. _________________________ __ 
City _________________ State ________ __ 
Mail with $1.50 to Park Lane, Lams & Brother Company , 
inc., Richmond, Va. CM-4 
WINSTON Mstes srd-
I 
IT$ GOT 
REAL FLAVOR! 
like a cigarette should! ! 
AND 
DRAWS SO 
EASY! 
Winston brings flavor back to filter smoking! 
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co •• Winston-Salem. N . C. 
• No wonder Winston has changed 
America's mind about filter cigarettes! 
Winston tastes good - like a cigarette 
should! It's got real flavor- the full, 
rich flavor real smokers want. You're 
sure to enjoy Winston's finer flavor! 
• Winston also introduced a finer filter 
that works so effectively, yet doesn't 
"thin" the taste. The fine tobacco flavor 
comes clean thru to you because 
Winstons are easy-drawing. You'll 
really appreciate Winston's finer filter! 
Skttk WINSTON t.k ~-ri.Jwm . 
